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Just in case you missed 'ern in
' this month's I. C. Magazine, here
are a few interesting figures on
life-expectancy of railroad men,
which, concludes the Railroad
Hetirement board, all go to show
—that a railroad man lives longer
than he used to:
The number of railroad men
out of 100, at given ages, who will
live to age 65 are as follows:
At 30 years of age, 69.
At 40 years of age, 71.
At 50 years of age, 76.
At 60 years of age, 88.
Railroad men retiring at age
65 will, on the average, live 13
years after they retire. Out of 100
railroad men retiring at age_ 65-
82 will live to age 70.
40 will live to age of 80.
9 will live to age 90.
The number of years railroad
men will live, on the average, af-
ter retiring on disabliity an-
nuities, for given ages at retire-
ment, are as follows:
At age of 40, 19 years.
At age 50, 14 years. .
At age 60, 1044 years.
This group consists of Men re-
tiring under the occupational dis-
ability provisions of the act and
includes many who are actually
totally disabled. About 80 per
cent of current disability awards
are made under these provisions
of the law.
tiring at age 60 will, on the aver-
Women railroad workers re-1
age, live for 17% years; those
retiring at age 65, for 14 years.
"These figures," cheerfully
summarizes the Retirement board,
"disprove the old idea that rail-
roaders. die as soon as they re-
tire" . . . -adding, seriously, that
the retirement benefits under the
act aw all the more valuable.
_
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The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
12 Pages
In his column, "Wild Among
Us", by Jack Jest of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky, the columnist,
this week, used the vertical pro-
noun "1" nine times, he pro-
nouns "me" and "my" three times
each. Jest another one of those
cases of eye troublee that an OR-
tomertrist can't cure.
Television may become one of
tne farmer's greatest assets.
Where television can be receiv-
ed there arc more seta propor-
tionally in the country than in the
city. When development has
reached the national hookup
stage, farming efficiency can be
expedited by showing how to
do a job well rather than by tell-
ing in booklet form. With enter-
tainment features television
aerials may become symbolic of
both education and contentment,
and the answer to the old ques-
tion. 'How You Gonna' Keep 'Ern
Down On The Farm."
Noticed on the counter of a lo-
cal drug store this week, on a I
deodorant package: "Chad" . . . .
formerly "Fresh". Now stale, we
presume.
Major Paul Durbin, stationed
with the U. S. Army in Yoka-
hama, Japan, proves that his
thoughts are ever back in his na-
tive Fulton: Tuesday morning a
small package arrived for Joe
Hall, secretary of the Fulton
Country Club, from the Japanese
city. On opening it Joe found nine
red silk flags for the course
greens, neatly. stitched with
white numbers by some deft Jap-
anese seamstress, as a memento
froth the Major to his Fulton
golfing friends. Paul is a former
president of the Club.
Beginning with our next week's
issue. the News will carry a
weekly sports column on Kitty
* League baseball by that eminent
broadcaster, political analyzer,
and radio analyzer, formerly the
84eb H'ope of Commercial Avenue
and now the whole Columbia
Broadcasting system of Washing-
ton Avenue . . . Morris Edward
- Ethridge . . . better known as
"Ham" to everyone within-a 200-
mile radius of Fulton. Ham has
agreed to take pen in hand and
jot down some of the things he
sees, and  thoughts that come to
his minti while he watches the
games throughout the season.
We are sure everyone is going
to enjoy "Ham's" baseball colA
umn, so watch for its first ap-
pearance . . . in next week's pa-
per.
The best advertisement for the
shoes he•sells is himself . . that's
the conclusion a lot of Lions
Cluhbers and their guests came
to last Thursday eve at the Strata
Club as `a certain graying digni-
fied tentleman broke into a tor-
rid jitterbug with feet flying all
over the place. Stay with 'e.m
B. N.!
Mrs. John Noffel underwent an
operation in the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis Tuesday.. .
Ted Goodwin, Don Wright
Get Sharpshooters Medal-
Fulton's young sportsmen's
teams won every competition ex-
cept one in the activities held at
the rifle shoot in Cayce on Tues-
day. Ted Goodwin son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Goodwin and Don
Wright, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
don Wright came out as sharp-
shooters with Ted leading the
competition in the one-man sen-
ior, team and Don winning top
place in the one-man junior
team. Ted's score was 140 with
his nearest opponent, Clem At-
will of 'Cayce •-shooting 139 and
Billy Garrison of Hickman; 62.
Don's score was 92, with J. Gar-
rison of Hickman second with 40
and P. Pennell of Cayce third
with 17. Winners of Tuesday's
events will participate in the dis-
trict competition in Benton on
Saturday, with winners from that
event getting -all-expense paid
trips to the State meeting in
Louisville in. August.
Fulton's top scores probably
are a result of the five Army
rifles and 12,000 rounds of ammu-
nition recently presented to the
Fulton school by the NRA. Hunt-
er Whitesell is instructor of the
class with-James Hibbs and Char-
les Shupe assisting.
Other winner3 in the order of
their finish are:
Senior rifle teams-two-men.
Fulton, Cayce, Hickman; four-
men, Fulton, Cayce, Hickman.
Junior Rifle teams-two-men;
Fulton, Cayce, Hickman; four-
men, Fulton, Hickmaif.
Casting: (senior) Tom Mc-
Knight, Fulton; B. B. Davis, Hick-
man; Junior, Gerald Bushart,
Fulton, D. Woods, Fulton.
kloskeet, (senior) Joe Taylor,
Cayce, first and A. Workman, Jr.,
Cayce, first in the junior ted%.
The casting and moskeet com-
petitions were conducted by
John McClintock, game warden
of Fulton and Hickman counties.
YMBC TO ENTER FLOAT IN SCOUT CIRCUS
AT UNION CITY TO BE HELD ON MAY 11TH
Elbert Johns, scout field exec-
utive, was principal speaker at
the Young Men's Business. Club
meeting when the group met at
the Palestine Community House
on Tuesday night Johns told of
the elaborate plans being made
HAROLD HOLLADAY
0, 0. CLERKS HEAD
Harold Holladay, populai clerk .
at the local postoff ice was elected
president of the West Kentucky
District Postoff ice Clerks Associ-
ation when they met here last
week. Mr. Holladay is secretary
of local 1546. Approximately 30
clerks and their wives were pre-
vent at the meettosZet which L
L. Perry of Dawson Springs, pre-
sided.
, Jack Carter, local postmaster
gave an address of welcome. In
the evening the Uneedus group
of the Methodist Church served
dinner to the group.
Other officers elected are:
Carney Hendon, Murray, vice-
president, Rex Lyles, Paducah,
secretary and treasurer. Invita-
tions for the fall meeting were
extended by Mayfield and Mur-
ray. Mayfield's bid was accepted.
NO COMMERCIAL SEINING
Seining of minnows from Ken-
tucky streams for commercial use
will be illegal on and after May
1, 1950, Earl Wallace, Director
of the Division of Game and Fish,
announced today, following the
filing with the Secretary of State
of an emergency regulation to
that effect.
Mr. Wallace emphasized. that
the regulation does not mean that
a resident of the state cannot
seine minnows from these
streams for his individual use.
Only the seining of minnows for
commercial use is barred, the
Director declared.
Mrs. R. M. Belew is a patient
in Haute Memorial hospital.
to stage the annual scout circus
to be held in Union City this
year on May 12. The circus was
held in Fulton last year.
The more than fifty members
enjoyed a chicken dinner as on-
ly the ladies of the Lodgeston
Parent-Teachers Association can
prepare. The group will enter a
float in the Scout Parade in
Union City and Uel Killebrew,
Bill Hinkle, W. B. Stokes, Frank
Wiggins, Bud Davis and H. P.
Allen were appointed to Make
the float
A committee consisting of Joe
Hall, Robert Graham, James
Meacham and Al Owens, was ap-
pointed to contact the other busi-
ness and civic clubs in regard to
• the matter.
Foad Homra reported tfiat ad-
Vance ticket sales for the opening
ball game were encouraging and
predicted a record crowd for the
game, May 3.
Van Latta, Billy Fry and Leon
Fields were voted into the club
as members.
Other standing committees re-
cently appointed by President
Stanley Jones are as follows.
Fair Committee— Foad Homra,
chairman, Raymond Stallins,
Carter Olive, Ernest Cardwell,
Barney Speight, H. P. Allen,
Loyd Bone, Bill Hinkle. 
•
• House Committee — Joe Hall,
chairman, Harry Bloodworth,
Loyd Bone, Richard Cummings,
Jack Speight.
Membership Committee — Edd
Engle, chairman, Roy Hamby,
R. E. Hyland.
Publicity Committee — Orvin
Moore, chairman, Donald Step-
henson.
Cub Scout Committee — Bertes
Pigue, chairman, Bill Hinkle,
Ellis' Huddle, William Stokes.
Sick Committee — Otis Sizzle,
chairman, Charles D. Jones, Lar-
ry Latham.
gnterttainment Committee —
Frank Wiggins, chairman, Char-
! les B. Jones, Joe Cochran.
People Ain't So Bad
I. C. Today Anitouncing
Time In Schedules Stanley Jones YMBCFor April 30
The following changes in train
schedules to be Made effective
with the introduction of daylight May Be Named Councilman
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, April 28, 1950
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saving time April 30 are announ-
ced by G. R. Kimbel, passenger
traffic manager of the Illinois
Central Railroad:
.The northbound Panama will
leave New Orleans at 4:15 p. m.
and arrive Chicago at 8:45 a. m.
The southbound Panama will
continue its present schedule
leaving Chicago at 5 p. m. and
arriving New Orleans at 9:30 a.
m.
The southbound Louisiane will
leave Chicago at 6:30 o. m. and
arrive Memphis at 8:30 a. m. It
will leave Memphis at 9:10 a. m.
and reach New Orleans at 7:15
p. m. The northbound Louisiane
will leave Memphis at 7:30 p. m.
and arrive Chicago at 8:15 a. an.
The Kentucky Cardinal will
leave Louisville at 11 a. m., ,arrive
Paducah at 4:45 p. m,..and arrive
Memphis at 8:50 p. m. North-
bound the Kentucky Cardinal
will leave Memphis at 7:20 a. m.
and arrive Louisville at 5:20 p. rn.
as at present.
No. 104 Will leave Talton at
1055 p. m. and arrive Lot.4svi1le
at 7 a. m.
No. 105 will leave Jackson,
Mips., at 7 a. m. and arrive Gulf-
pert, Miss., at 11:50 a. in.
No. 106 will leave Gulfport at
2 p. rn. and arrive Jackson, Miss:,
at 6:30 p. m.
The Chickasaw will leave
Memphis at 11:05 p. m. and ar-
rive Carbondale at 415 a. m.
The Southern Express will con-
tinue its present schedule from.
Chicago to Memphis, but will
leave Memphis at 9:30 p. m. and
reach New Orleans at 11:30 a. m.
Trains Nos. 31 and 32 between
Chicago and Champaign will op-
erate seven days a week instead
of daily except Sunday as at
present. No. 31 will leave Chicago
at 10 a. m. and arrive Champaign
at 2 p. m. No. 32 will leave Cham-
paign at 4:45 p. m. and arrive
Chicago at 8 p. m.
— --
Clifford Morris of St. Louis
spent the weekend with his
brother, John Morris and family
on Jefferson Street.
Stanley Jones, popular young
businessman and a veteran of
World War II, probably will -be
named city councilman on Mon-
day night to ffii the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Rus-
sell Pitchford. The announcement
was made today by Mayor Smith
Atkins, who said that Mr. Jones
has signified his willingness to
serve on the all-veteran council
elected in last year's primaries.
F Mr. Jones, who is associated inthe coal and plumbing businesswith his father is serving his sec-
ond term as president of the
Young Men's Hairless Club,
whcih is again thia year sponsor-
ing the highly successful West
Kentucky-Tenneksee Fair. He ser-
ved-in the Navy in Pearl Harbor
•.• 4041,
in 1943 .and after his discharge
served as a civilian employee of
the Government for several
years.
The new councilman is vitally
interested in Boy Scout work and
is active in many of its projects.
He is a Methodist and married to
the former Margaret Puckett
They have one son, Johnny.
In an interview with the News,
Mr. Jones said that he was in
complete accord with the aims
and purposes of the City Council
and would ,work with them in
any capacity to make Fulton a
busy and growing community.
Other members of the council
are: Al T. Owen, James Meach-
am, R. 0. Williams, Joe Trees
and Charles Robert Bennett.
"EVENING OF MUSIC" ON MONDAY NITE IS
COMMAND PERFORMANCE FOR MUSICIANS
"An Evening of Music" that
eargerly anticipated musical
event sponsored by the music de-
partments of the Woman's Club
will be held this year on Mon-
day night, May 1, at eight p• an.
at the club home. The grand fin-
ale of the year's musical ac-
complishments, talents are all
rolled into one neat package and
presented to an interested' audi-
ence. The event is planned in ob-
servance of National Music Week,
when the city's outstanding musi-
cal artists are presented in a
command performance.
The program follov.o.
Voice: At Eve I Heard a Flute,
Strickland, Miss Amelia Parrish.
Piano Duo: Rhapsody in D
ATTENDS CONFERENCE
Mrs. W. S. Atkins attended the
nation-wide Assembly of Method-
ist women, as a delegate from
Fulton ,held in Cleveland, Ohio,
April 18-21. 3,500 women from
the forty eight states represented
the Woman's Society of Christian
Service of the blethodist Church.
Minor, Federer, Misses Anne Lat-
ta and Carmen Pigue.
Piano: Serenade, Herbert, Miss
Betsy Whitesell.
Voice: I Love Life, Mana-,
Zucca, Miss Barbara Roberts, nc-
con:lift/lied by Mrs. G. G. Bard,
Violin: From the Canebrake,
Samuel Gardner, Mrs. David
Sundwiek accompanied by Mrs.
J. U. McKendree.
Voice: Morning, Oley Speaks,
Mrs. J.-B. Manley accompanied
by Mrs. J U. McKendree.
Piano Duo: Dance Caprice,
Grieg, Mrs. Beulah Burnette and
liiss Andy DeMyer.
Voice: Romance, Romberg,
Mrs. H. N. Strong accompanied
by Mrs. J. B. Manley.
Piano: Sonato Pathetique-Alle-
gro, Beethoven, Mrs. G. G. Bard.
Double Trio: When Children'
Play, Fenner; Some Enchanted
Evening, Roger and Hammer-
stein, Mesdames Hendon Wright,
Charles Gregory, J. 131.7,2ty, C.
R. Bennett, Walter and
Hugh Pigue.
Piano Duo-Finale: Piano Con-
certo Op. 18 No. 2 Rachmaninoff,
'Mrs. Steve Wiley and Mrs. C. L.
I Maddox.
Ig L e I e b ration Or RAY GRAHAM PLANS
Baseball's Opening
Next Wednesday evening at 8
p. m.' the 1950 Kitty League base-
ball season officially opens in
Fulton With a parade and appro-
priate ceremonies during the
evening.
A big parade, starting at Sec-
ond and Carr streets, at 7 p. m.
will march up Lake Street and
on out Fdurth street to the ball
park for a flag-raising ceremony
and the toss 'of the first ball by
Mayor Smith Atkins.
First-night activities here are
sponsored by the Fulton Young
Men's Business Club, with the
joint assistance this year of the
South Fulton Booster Club. Both
prganizations report their "Boost-
er" tickets are selling fast, and
an overflow crowd is expected to
be on hand to see the traditional
macth between Fulton and Union
City in the first series.
- • • •
Next Week's baseball schedule
of Fulton Railroaders:
Tuesday, May 2: Fulton at
Union City.
Wednesday, May 3: Union City
at Fulton.
Thursday, May 4: Fulton at
Union City.
Friday, May 5: Union City at
Fulton.
* • I
Throughout the league, how-
ever, the Kitty baseball play
opens an evening earlier. Fulton's
first game, with Union City, will
be played there on next Tuesday,
May 2.
YMBC chairman for opening
night activities in Fulton is
Billy Blackstone.
1-STORE BUILDING
Cement for a new, two-store
brick building was poured on
Thursday morning to be built by
Ray Graham, who announced
that when completed the nearly
$15,000 structure will be available
for rent. Constructed in modern
design the building will have
more than 3000 feet of floor
space. It will be built with a new
type of brick in five shades, with
a 14-foot front.
The frolt exterior of the struc-
ture will -be designed with dis-
play windows and cornerstone
of stone. It will be insulated
throughout.
The building is being erected
on the Graham property next to
Haws Hospital across the street
from Franklin's Store.
Paul Bugg of Rosell, New Mex-
ico is visiting his brother, H. H.
Bugg and Mrs. Bugg.
Census-Taker Finds Lots of Living in Ole Home-Town
By Mary-Nelle Wright
It was just before nine that
morning when I started on my
first visit to enumerate for the
census. As I tucked my enumera-
tor's kit firmly under my arm
and made sure that I had filled
my fountain pen with the reqUir-
td black ink, Tiiidclehly had * a
feeling of panic and stopped
dead-still in the middle of the
sidewalk. "Maybe (I told myself)
they won't come to the dooi.
Maybe they won't tell .me all they
are Supposed to—what will I do
then? Why did I take this job,
anyway? I don't want to ask peo-
ple how'old they are, how much
money they make, etc., and I
don't blame them if they don't
want to tell me. A census taker is
a nuisance. That's what I am. A
nuisance. But then, I reasoned,
someone has to record these
things for the Fovernment and it
sure looks like I'm "it". So — I
straighten my shoulders and
quicken my pace and on I go.
After visiting a. few homes I
began to "warm up" in filling out
the census form as well as in my
conversation and before I had
finished a block I sat down on
the curb to rest, and said to my-
self, "Well, now this is about
the nicest thing that ever hap-
pened to me. Why, I will have an
opportunity to go into homes and
to know people rd----
never meet in my life, if I hadn't
been a census taker."
As the. days went by and I
filled out more and more -P-1
forms I got *to feeling like I
knew everyone in Fulton. People
are wonderful. We're all alike,
you know. All we need is for
someone to have time to sit down
and be interested in our pro-
blems. That was one of the great-
est joys I have ever had—listen-
ing to all those people. I heard
all about Johnnie or Susie who
was away in school, what kind
of grades they were making—or
about Tom or Harry who was in
Detroit • or New York and the
kind of jobs they had—about
Mary's two babies who had' just
recovered from the chicken-oox
and if the oldest one would have
a scar on her left cheek—about
the new home someone was
building and how they were
"camping out" in two rooms Un-
til it was finished. Another had
just bought a new car and
whether or not they could afford
,-but-the old one was just simp-
ly worn out and they either had
to buy a new one or start walk-
ing—about all the friut one can-
ned last year and how she hoped
the peaches weren't killed dur-
ing that cold spell because there
is nothing like a can of real
peaches, these canneries just
don't know how.
Someone was trying out a new
washing machine and apologizing
for her smoked-up windows (she
should have seen mine). In
another house the couch was cov-
ered with' papers to protect it
from a beautiful dog much loved
by the family—someone making
slip covers that made mee-gfeen
with envy when I thought ot my
old ones—a beautiful solid cherry
table bought off of a junk wagon
years ago for ONE dollar. A bowl
filled with philodendrons that
just grew and gritty with no
pampering at all—those lovely
old people who utilized every
inch of ground around their house
to the extent of raising plenty of
strawberries each year for the
table and for_ canning. Then—
there were those who have lost
their loved ones, but who are.
brave enough to go on, some-
way—
Others had babicc and children
cramped in two or three, small
rooms but with smiles and hap-
piness on their faces — old peo-
ple Who live alone and are happy
when someone younger takes a
litt:e time to talk with them.
And then, when I was enumer-
ating the last block or two in my
district I came across a person
whom I shall always remember
and regret having missed such a
wonderful opportunity to have
known. She has lived in Fulton
for over a year and in America
for just two years--this little Ger-
man girl who was an interpreter
for the American Army over
there and fell in love with an
American boy. Her name is
Blanka Nesmith. Pm sure she
won't mind if I tell you what a
beautiful sounding name_ it is
when she speaks with her Ger-
man accent. I find myself trying
to say her name just as she made.
it sound. Yes, Blanka is the lit-
tle 'girl who left all her loved
ones to come to a strange coun-
try and join her husband and
what a happy family theyare with
their two small children. We talk-
ed of so many things and the
minutes simply sped by.
These things I shall remember
that Blanka said. "Oh, when I first
saw the great New York!" "The
thing I miss most about Ger-
many is my beautiful trees! My
beautiful trees that are green all
year long and my mountains.
Here, it seems this country is so
smooth and in the winter every-
thing seems so dead. Oh, but I
loiie everything here. There is so
(RN
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TERM DURING MAY
A two weeks term ofl circuit
court, with a very light docket,
begins in Hickman, Monday, May
1, iustin Attebery, clerk of the
court announced today. Second
week of the court will be held in
Fulton on Monday, May 8.
Jurors to serve for this term of
court are as follows:
Grand Jury
W. B. Bell, L. Y. Shuck James
McDade, A. 0. Caruthers, Char-
les Looney, Hugh Garrigan, Jr.,
V. R. Owens, W. T. Browning,
Paul Clack, James Howard
Owens, Walter Browder, Alton
Jeffress, Everett Dedrnon, James
H. Wade, Walter Austin, John
Duty, F. P. Henry, S. T. Harrison,
Gather Jones, W. G. Haney,, Tan
Hart, Uel Killebrew, Lester
Brown, Paul Butts.
Petit Jury
H. C. Cashon, J. Ronald Elliott,
Ed. Bynum, Ksco Choate, Johnnie
Jennings, Rice Spence, J. H. Na-
bors, Charles A. Walker, W. IL
Caldwell, J. K Alexander, S. P.
Estes, Arthur H. Brown, Turner
Purcell, Herbert Mickel, J. A. Mc-
Carty, Mansfield Martin, Cart
Haynes.
J. I. Taylor, Hoyt Bennett, J.
B. Inman, A. K. McMurry, H. H.
Murphy, John M. Statham, Tom
Holland, J. H. Grogan, W. C
Hale, E. L. Herring, E. L. Jewell,
Don Henry, Willie McClain, Lew-
is Hornsby, Geo. Hester, Charles*
E. Wright, Stanley Jones, Will .L
Fields, C. L. Newton.
(Continued on Page Seven)
RETAIL FIRMS MIL
CLOSE FOR SUMMER
Starting' next week, most Ful-
ton retail firms will go on a
summer closing schedule, in
which most of the firms will close
Thursday afternoons during the
months of May, June, July, Aug-
ust and September.
Among those who have indicat-
ed their definite choice of Thurs-
day afternoon closing are the re-
tail ready-to-wear stores; and
while aliohave-indipated that they
will begin closing at noon Thu's-
day in May, at least one has indi-
cated that if plans to reopen at
September instead of waiting un-
til October.
Garland' Merryman, as spokes-
man for a newly-formed retail
grocers' association in Fulton, ad-
vised the Chamber of Commerce
last Monday evening that his
group was in favor of an all-day
Thursday closing, but just how
many will remain closed all day,
and how many will merely ob-
serve the half-day holiday is not
yet known.
The -Grocers met last night to
determine their policies, and Mr.
Merryman stated Thursday that
it was likely that most of them,
if not all, would close only for
the afternoon.
Among those local firms who
will observe different hours than
the rest are:
Local drug stores will remain
open;
Local service stations win re-
main open;
Local liquor stores will remain
open;
Local restaurants will remain
open;
Local barber shops (with a few
exceptions) will maintain their
all-day Thursday closing sched-
ule, observed the year round;
Some local beauty shops will
close all day; others will remain
open all day:
Kramer Lumber Company will
remain open Thursday after-
noons; this firm closes at noon
Saturday the year round;
Pierce-Cequin Company will
doge Thursday afternoons and
remain open on Saturday after-
noons.
The office of the ?",•v•s will re-.
main open Thursdr.3- fternoomr
and will close at no a .n Satur-
days.
A, HUDDLEST911 CIL
EXPANDING r:1114
The wholesale ele-trical supply
division of A. Huddleston Com-
pany in Fulton, located across
Main street from the Hardware
division, has begun a major
expansion this week
which w:'I add 9000 square feet
of warehouse space to the rear
of the new building
A fireproof brick stricture two
stories high, with concrete floors
nnd roof will join to the hack end
-if the new building, forming a
rectangle 75 x 60 feet and extend-
nq the overall length of the elec-
rival supnlv stor-' ,^ the
par of the 0. K. Laundry.
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There is ... nothing that keeps the hea
rt
young like sympathy, like giving onesel
f
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.
FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1950
Chamber of Commerce
Gets Full Time Aide
- It looks very much like the Chamber
 of
Commerce is going to put a stop to the mo
an-
ing and wailing about new industries in F
ul-
ton. They're going to do something about i
t.
• In.a letter to Fulton businessmen the
Board of Directors has asked:
When business has been slow how
many times have you said that it sure
you'd be nice if this town had more
industries and more payrolls?
Has it ever occured to you that
new industries will not come here un-
less we show that we want them. 
Theysay further:-If you want new indus-
tries you can do something about it by sup-
porting the Chatnber of Commerce in its new
plan to keep a full time secretary, who wil
l
I e the watch guard of business firms planning
to settle in this area.
At the meeting Monday night the Chain-
ter directors announced that Rev. C. E, War
-
ran, a former local pastor, has been employed
to direct Chamber of Commerce activities for
this city.
Its a good move. Every town and city
around Fulton is hiring full time secretaries
and it is not for Fulton to lag by the way-
side.
Mr. Warren has a tremendous job. He
cannot do it alone, nor can the increased ex-
c•mses of maintaining a competent Chamber
so: Commerce staff be underwritten by a few.
It. is high time that this project be taken up
Li the large majority of Fulton busineses,
who must feel that the Chamber of Commerce
,s a personal challenge of accomplishment,
_r Atter than the activity of a few ring leaders.
If Mr. Warren doesn't unearth dozens of
.i-iclustriek in a few weeks don't start with the
ikriping. Remember there's an awful lot of
Lroundwork to be laid, and there are so many
• ly-by-night artists who will ask for the moon
- ist to create a few payrolls. The new secre-
try has to cull the phonies and seek long and
hard for some real, steady, payrolls hiring
men and women.
' Lend him your strong shoulders and to-
gether we can come out on top of the indust-
rial heap.
Good luck, Mr. Warren.
0—
Where Would Industry
Live ... If You Got It
It must be an old, sad story to some of the
residents of Riceville, but its terribly dis-
couraging and confusing to the newcomer who
cannot undfrstand the hopeless treatment ac-
corded the citizens of that forgotten area. As
a matter of fact, Riceville, some sections of
the Highlands, Missionary Bottoms and other
unincorparted residential sections of Fulton
could be isolated in a forest, so few are the
modern conveniences they enjoy.
Its been going on for many years we
know, and we feel sure that this editorial is
not going to solve any great issues, but its a
terribly dim view we take of the fine points
of our city, when we permit the out-door
privy to be standard equipment of nearly two
hundred and fifty homes in the shadow of the
top-crust residential sections.
Now out-door privies are fine for the
joke-books and the many stories about travel-
ing salesmen, etc. but its no joke in the out-
lying sections of this city. They're real The
reason for privies, of course, is the fact that
there is no sewer system or sanitary water
supply out of the congested city limits. Be-
lieve it or not, except for a few electric wells
in the area, the old hand-pump is the modern
method of supplying water to those homes.
What does the out-door privy and th-
hand-pump mean in its truest term.? Except
for the hardy and the determined, they mean
breeding places for disease, wIr_re refuse in-
tended for the under-ground sewer is thrown
on the surface to the complete satisfaction of
disease-carrying Hies- and r s that thrive in
such filth.
We have been told that aetitio--
been circulated at various times i
n those areas
to have a sewer system come
 out from the
city, with of course, eventual 
incorporation
into the limits. There, have been t
hose who ob-
jected, of course, but by and large those 
peo-
ple want running wa#r inside, 
with flush
toilets and bathtubs in their hom
es. Too, the
city has not always been in, a po
sition to of-
fer the sewer system, but then, 
there's always
a time for everything, and we 
believe that
THE TIME IS NOW.
Suppose a lucrative industry wanted t
o
settle in Fulton next week. Where
 would
three or four hundred families settle
. The
city limits are almost devoid of 
property
sites. Its one thing to cry industr
y, but
another to get it even .41 the getting 
was
good.
If for instance, a high-type company lik
e
Pennsalt Manufacturing Company of Ca
lvert
City wanted to settle here, with its high
 type
personnel in the $7,000 to $10,000 income
bracket, they'd be a hard bunch to sell on 
the
idea of living out of the city 'limits and.ma
k-
ing early morning rounds to the out-house.
Taking a bath ain't so easy either, out there.
Those privies have got to go. The sewer
system must be .expanded. The city li
mits
must be enlarged. This is 1950, not 1840.
The matter of sanitation rests with the
county of course. The matter of incorporatio
n
rests with the individual citizens in the un
-
incorporated area, that's true. But it re
sts
with a wide-awake .City Council and its ally,
the Chamber of Commerce, to take the 
bull
by the horns and get the job chine.
Put this on your agenda, Mr. Warren!
Health Department.:
A Vital Cog
To some of you your local county health
unit may be just a neatly lettered sign above
a doorway, but to most of you it is a vital
cog in your way of life and that of your neigh
-
bors.
However, you may know your local
health officer well enough to call him by his
ferst name, without fully understanding th
e
job that he is trying to do for you and your
county.
The time you thought your dog had rah-
es or when there was an epidemic of polio
,
iou probably called or went immediately t
o
your local health unit office. If you didn't,
you should have, because the staff stan
ds
ready at all times to aid in individual or com-
munity health problems.
That is the primary purpose o a county
health unit- to provide those services wh
ich
are needed to prevent and control diseases
.
Immunization programs, well child clinics
,
ichool health programs- these are an impo
rt-
ant part of our local public health programs
.
Adult hygiene is necessary, too, if we are t
o
have healthy, happy communities.
The nurse making her round of home
visits, the sanitarian inspecting the city wate
r
supply, the clerk registering the birth of 
a
baby- each contributes his or her share to 
the
total program. It is the responsibility of y
our
local health officer to see that an efficien
t
ind adequate program is maintained. Our 
pro-
Diems in Fulton may not be the same as thos
e
which exist in a county in another part o
f
Kentucky and it is up to your local hea
lth
mit to fit its activities to the needs of the
people it serves.
Remember, well organized local health
'nits are the corne5 stone /or building a
iealthier Kentucky.
Withers Pledges Help
To Governor Clements
Senator Garrett L. Withers today reiterat-
ed his statement that he would not be a candi-
date for the Senate, regardless of who might
make the race. He added if Governor Earle C.
Clements is a candidate for the office, he will
support him in view of his fine record made
as County Judge, State Senator, Congressman
and Governor.
The Kentucky Senator, a long time per-
sonal and political friend of the Governor,
pointed out that in each of these offices Gov-
ernor Clements had demonstrated rare ability
as an executive and administrator of fiscal
affairs, and had worked to maintain a balan-
ced budget on t:le County, State and National
level.
- 
f.Irt ..tr pointed to Governor
• r cord as a War Veteran and farm-
• his stand for just labor and farm legis-
lation. .
He stated that due to previous service in
Congress Governor Clements will not be a new
man in Washington, and because of his wide
experiences in public affairs he will be .en-
abled to act wisely on all state and national
questions.
?GETTING Tbo BIG ? ME?
SHOULD SAy NoT-.:
NLVETt FELT ii6rretz !"
From The Files:
Tivutaty Bach The e loch
April 30, 1925:
An engineer of the Federal
Highway Commission is in Ful-
ton this week making a survey
of the Graves County section of
the Jefferson Davis_ highway.
While the ruote is undecided, it
is believed the new hard-surfac-
ed road will enter Fulton either
by way of the present Water
Valley road or through Mayor
Wade's land adjoining the golf
links on the East.
Guy Ledwidge, who lives four
miles south of Hickman, announ-
ced his candidacy to the office
of County Judge this week.
Stanley Stembridge announced
his entrance in the race for
County attorney.
+Ion. Alben Barkley, a fluent
speaker, and a gifted orator of
national reputation, will address
the Busy Men's Bible Class of
the First ist Church Sun-
day morni1;41:ttlarr's Park Audi-
torium. The local class is in a
contest with the same class at
Dyersburg, the winner of which
will be entertained 'with a fish
fry at Reelfoot lake June 7. Last
Sunday's attendance in Fulton
was 312.
The Holloway Motor Company
is the proud possessor of two re-
cords of Fulton. In the first place,
it has sold 43 cars in the first 47
days of its existence, and in the
second, it is displaying the only
automatic "flasher" sign on the
streets of Fulton. The new sign
informs the public that the Dur-
ant auto people provide "Low-
cost transportation in the Star
Car."
May 2, 1930:
The play "The Hoodooed
Coon", wa,s presented by mem-
bers of the Junior High depart-
ment at South Fulton last week
Mr. Orvin Moore played the lead-
ing part.
The following will take part in
"Class Night" May 15 at South
Fulton school:
President's address:
Speight.
Class history: Mary Frances
Valentine. .
Class musician: Mary Ann
Class Poet: Jimmette Jonakin.
Giftorians: Marcella Lampton.
Harold Howard.
Solo: Helen Horton.
Artist: Clayburn Peeples.
Grumbler: Robert Bell.
Class Quartet: Harold Howard,
Eugene Speight, Dyer Counce,
David Mackey.
Class Prophecy: Annie V.
Tetgethoff.
Presentation of colors: Mary
Martin Roper.
Class will:
' gart.
(In addition to the above, the
graduating class includes: Inez
Holloday, Ruby V. Yarbro, Mary
Hawks, Ernest Cardwell, Lena
Myrick and Ada Belle Roach.)
Saultatorian is Ruby Yarbro,
valedictorian is Inez Holladay.
Mary Kate Swig-
Initiates into the Fulton Elks
lodge last Monday include Tobe,
Perce, Carl Phillips, Ralph'
Stubblefield, Louis Kasnow, Ed
Roach, R. W. Horton, Clarence
Collins, Porter Coulter, all of
Fulton, and C. W. Bridges, Clin-
ton.
Dukedom baseball team de-
feated South Fulton Sunday, 13-3 James R
. Kearby, 47, died Fri-
. . . Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom day at his
 home in Crutchfield.
of the Ruthville community spent He was th
e eldest son of Hiram
Saturday night and Sunday with Kearhy, de
ceased, who served as
Mr. Grissom's .mother and family -enunty judge of Fult
on County
. . . Miss Onnie Fleming, Miss- some 39 year
s ago.
Winnie Elma Bondurant and.:
Miss Louise Wade, who are stud- - Comrade
 W. T. Hill. 83, former-
ents at-Bowling Green, spent the - ly of Compa
ny A, 3rd Virginia
past week at their homes in Infantry, C
onfederate States
Cayce. Army, wa
s mustered in as an hon-
orary member of the United
Spanish War Veterans this week
He lives with his son, Walter
Hill, on third street.
Mrs. Bonnie Thacker, wife of
W. B. Thacker, died April 29. at
her home on Arch street.
"11
Di-ir Oberlin:
04e4.14:4t's 6149.44.1alionts
Whereupon we observe on sun-
dry subjects.
Bonuses for. war veterans. I am
in receipt of a 'bit of campaign 
lit-
erature from an Indiana attorney
who is running for the Republi
-
can nomination for the State Sen-
ate from his district.
One particular portion of it is
directed to war veterans in which
the attorney states: "It now de-
velops that there are several in-
equities, uncertainties and hard-
ships of the bonus law which
should be remedied." (He of
course, is referring to the Ind-
iana bonus-law.)
He explains: "So far, from the
operation of this law, about $5,-
000,000 has been collected and no
payments can be made to any
soldier for at least five years, and
perhaps seven or eight as some
have figured. But many veterans
have told me that they and mem-
bers of their family will pay in
more money than they will ever
receive as a bon.us."
Now, this is precisely the pit-
fall of the Kentucky veterans
bonus which I discussed a good
many times - during the recent
session of our own state legisla-
ture. Veterans legislation isn't
something which should be slap-
ped together expeditiously during
the heat and distraction of a gen-
eral session; it's something which
should be well-planned and care-
fully figured.
There is little merit in any
bonus which will cost so much to
administer that for every dollar
paid out, $1.10 or $1.25 or more
must be paid in taxes.
Middlesboro, Kentucky. Anoth-
er letter comes from Middles-
boro's City Attorney, Arthur
Rhorer, who takes issue with
some comments regarding the re-
cent happenings in Bell County,
the grand jury indictments, etc.
It is my belief that the city of-
ficials, including Mr. Rhorer,
who approved a resolution de-
nouncing the jury's indictment of
the Middlesboro police force
should have thought of the bad
name gambling gives a town
when they were tolerating gamb-
ling, and not wait until official
action is taken by an investigave
body before they shout. "foul."
Mr. Rhorer wrote me: "The
present city administration of
Middlesboro is for law and order
and law enforcement, but it does
not believe the city of Middles-
boro deserves the notoriety it has
gained by reason of exploiting
illegal findings of a prejudiced
and hand-picked jury.
Until there is evidence to the
contrary, we'll have to take City'
Attorney Rhorer's word for it
that the present city administra-
tion is doing its best to clean up
conditions.
But it doesn't detract one whit
from the previous observation
that citizens of Middlesboro
should have thought about long,
long agoabout the bad publi-
city that open, flagrant tolerance
of slot-machines, for instance,
would inevitably, some day bring
to their town.
On television. This new and
lusty infant has our nation pret-
ty much on its heels. Television
stocks boom on the New York ex-
rhange. The movie moguls now
are scratching . frantically, trying
to find an angle that, will get
them into television on a profit-
able basis. The economists say
TV will have an important im-
pact on our nation's economy,
and you can already see some
evidence—in the sale of furni-
ture, for example. And, it's pre-
dicted that more autos will be
sold this year than any previous
year in U. S. history. I guess, like
the horse, it's here to stay. Fun,
too!
The Kentuckiana Home Show.
This is fun, also, believe me.
And, you should see it before the
week is over. You'll have until
Saturday night to see the annual
home show at the Jefferson
County Armory. And, this year,
it's quite a display.
Lots of new refrigerators,
stoves, heating and air-condition-
ing equipment. One of those few
Tucker automobiles ever built is
there. A new rotor antenna for
youi television set, changes di-
rection up on top of your house
through the pressing of a button.
And, a show-stopper — the ex-
hibits made by the School for the
Blind.
/METAL
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AWNINGS
• Custom made t oyour size
• PERMANENT; won't rust,
won't corrode.
• For any home or business
installation; w i n d,o a s
doors, porches, etc.
• ANY COLOR desired.
For Prompt Service Phone 502
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street Fulton, Ky.
Eugene 
Before you buy aar Range
COME IN AND LIT US GIVE YOU A COMPUTE
DEMONSTRATION OF T141 FAMOUS
.7711V117
You will ive with your
new range a long time
-so we suggest you
shop and compare. See
the Tappan! There's a
wealth of conveniences
to make your kitchen
hours easier- more enjoyable. Famous
for its beauty, your new Tappan
will be the envy of your friend'.
RANGES PRICED FROM
COME IM-
MO OILIOATION
-#F COME
- - -$119.00
AIRLENE GAS COMPANY
OF FULTON
Box Hilton. Ky. Phone 960
THE WAY
A MAN
LIKES 'EM!
We take particular pride in the way our mod-
ern laundry, pressing and packing departments
concertrate on returning men's shirts in your
bundle so cleanly washed, so nicely finished,
and so neatly packed!
Phone 14
PARISIAN
LAUNDRY — CLEANERS "ss
—PHONE 14—
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We offor you a genuine 1950 Hot-
point Electric Range at • market-
•,hatiering price—payable on the easi-
est terms in town! All the joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
Yourself!
LOOK TO
Friday, April 28, 1950 The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
Retired Dispatcher Looks Back Over The
By Samuel Brown in IC Magazine
Mr. Brown retired as train
diapatcher at Memphis in
January after a railway car-
eer dating back to 1894. His
letter to the magazine gives
an interesting picture of the
life of an early-day tele-
grapher. Since his retire-,
went, he is living in his
home at Fulton, Ky.
When I was a lad of about 12,
my oldest brother, Herbert V.
Brown, became 21 years old. In
those days it was the law that a
young man on a farm was not
legally of age until he reached 21.
Up until that time he was work-
ing for his board and nothing
more, but after 21 he became a
free man and if he remained on
the farm he was entitled to go to
town and look- out for himself
from then on. He was hard as
nails and had the grit to tie into
anything.
After a time he landed in
Grand Junction, Tenn., where he
had a room with a telegraph op-
erator by the name of Charlie
Jenkins. Herb became interested
in learning telegraphy. After he
mastered the art, he interested
his brothers, including myself, in
doing the same thing. He bought
home a learner's set with mater-
ial for making batteries and set
uP the outfit at our country home.
My younger brother and I took to
it like wildfire. When we began
to read each other on the tele-
graph instrument, it was real
amusement. We could talk to each
other and those around us could
not understand.
Shortly after my brother went
to work for the Mobile and Ohio
Railroad in 1893, I went up into
Illinois and spent the summer
with hm ati hs railroad agency.
For my room and board I did all
the dirty work around the station
but managed to keep up my stu-
dies in telegraphy. We spent a lot,
of hours at it, he sending and I
copying. In 1894, I went to work
as call boy under my brother at
Murphysboro, Ill., at a salary of$35 a month. My duties consisted
of calling train crews, but not by
telephone. I was required to take
a book under my arm and tiiint
them up on foot and have them
sign the book. Some of the train
crew had their own hoines but
most of them had rooms over
some saloon or eating house. Be-
sides calling the crews, I was re-
quired to load two or three cars
FARMERS LOSE PERMITS FOR VIOLATING
USE OF PURPLE GASOLINE; STATE CHECKING
Illegal use of purple gasoline
caused 25 farmers to lose their
permits for use of agricultural
gasoline in the ten months end-
ing March 29, David K. Walker,
Director of Division of Excises
for the Kentucky Department of
Revenue reported. The permits
entitle holders to tax refunds on
gasoline used for agricultural
purposes.
Walker said that during the ten
month period the Department
had completed 971 investigations
covering every county in the
Fulton Route Four
Joyce Cruce
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glasco,
Mrs. Will Thompson and John
Pennion enjoyed a big fish fry
at Reelfoot Lake Sunday.
Commonwealth. Fifty _hearings
were held- which resulted in the
25 revocations of permits, 23 were
suspended and two were acquit-
ted.
The 1946 legislature passed the
Kentucky Agricultural Refund
Act which allows farmers to be
re-imbursed for gas tax paid on
motor fuel used exclusively in
farm operations.
Since July 1, 1949, all gasolne
subject to refund has been color-
ed purple with a special "identi-
fier dye" which is furnished to
gasoline distributors by the De-
partment of Revenue. Refund
gasoline cannot be legally used
in vehicles that operate on the
highways.
POLIO PAMPHLETS
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Hoover
Clark and son of Phoenix, Ariz.. AT RURAL SCHOOLSare visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. G. Clark and Mr. and
Mrs. Junior Croce all of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Les Croce.
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
0. G. Clark were: Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Clark and son. Mr. and
Mrs. J. 0. Elder and family. Mr
and Mrs Junior Croce and
Evonne Weaver. '
Mr. and Mrs. Le.4 Croce and
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Cruce
Sunday night
Budget
Kentucky schools are distribut-
ing 750,000 leaflets on precautions
to take to guard against infantile
paralysis. The first shipments
went out this week to rural
schools from the Kentucky Chap-
ter of the National Foundation
for Infantile Paralysis.
The four-page leaflet is called
"A Message About Polio" and
was compiled to help allay fear
and panic during a possible polio
epidemic and to give a compre-
hensive list of suggestions of
what to do if polio strikes in a
Special!
THIS FULL-Sill, TOP QUALITY
1950 IItTiJOiIUTRAN&
Now Every Family
Can Enjoy the Big
Advantages of Electric Cooking!
$10 DOWN
$2.11 per wk.
Full Price 5189.9:
...... 
— 
_
You'll nsv er find a bigger, better buy Hiliiiiimmiiir
than this one! . Illy the Makers of
America's leading
Electric Ranges
• DEEPWELL COOKER
• CALROD'' UNITS
•141-SPEED BROILER
• 1-PIECE STEEL BODY
• PORCELAIN ,INISH
rsilliilill5iSsiAllIVI511011111,1111111001111111111111111111111111111G
FOR THE FINEST —FIRST!
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201 Main Street
yugglogigen
community.
Kentucky Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Boswell Hod-
gkin, asked the state's school
superintendents to cooperate in
distribution of the leaflet saying:
"I hope you can see fit for each'
child in your school system to
receive one of these pamphlets,
with instructions to carry it home
to his pifrents."
Howard C. Orr, executive di-
rector of the Kentucky Chapter
said additional Copies of the leaf-
lets would be distributed through
various clubs and organizations
throughout the state.
What the best and wisest par-
ents wants for his own child that
must the community want for all
its children.—John Dewey.
It is better to bind your cnil-
dren to you by respect and
gentleness, than by fear.—Ter-
ence.
The training of children is a
profession, where we must know
how to lose time in order to gain
it. —Rousseau
t
This is the vacuum that will clean the
rugs, the draperies and the furniture
in the house that Jock built.
of local merchandise, keep the,
warehouse cleaned up, sweep the
office floor and clean the oil
lamps. I worked 12 hours a day,
but kept up my studies in tele-
graphy.
After a while I was given a test
by the chief dispatcher and sent
out as an operator. I remained
with the M&O until the tatter
part of 1897, during which time
I married and set up housekeep-
ing on $40 a month. I soon left
the M&O and came to the Illinois
Central to work at Fulton, Ky.,
during the Spanish-American
War. The work was very heavy
and I was not able to hold the
job. An extra operator came a-
long and only lasted two days.
They put another man on with
him, making two men in my
place, but I had already gone
tte
Years
elsewhere. I finally landed back
with the Illinois Central in 1906.
R. M. Alford, then assistant chief
dispatcher at Fulton, Ky., put me
to work at Dyersburg, Tenn. I
was promoted to train dispatcher
in 1907.
The above account must seem
strange compared with present
conditions. Now, when a young
fellow wants to be an operator,
he makes an application. If he is
a favorable applicant, he is put
on as a "student operator" at a
salary of 75 cents per hour and
on an 8-hour day basis. Student
train dispatchers are paid $250 a
month. What a difference from
my early days! But times change
and cliaziges will continue and I
hope the railroads will continue
to progress as in the past.
ONE OF KENTUCKY'S TRADITIONS
Play
Parties
Back in wilderness days when
fiddles were few sad far between,
the Play Party became a traditional
form of Kentucky recreatidn.
Singing as they dance Kentuckians
from twenty-one to eighty-one still
swing through "Tidy 06," "Pop
Goes the Weasel!" and "Rabbit
Stole the Punkin." These dancers
are a lusty remnant of one of
Kentucky's most rythmic traditions
Yes, and bear Is a
tradition in Kentucky, tool
Like Play Parties, BEER BELONGS
in Kentucky. Claiming • heritage
as old and as proud as play parties,
beer—the beverage of moderation —
continues to be a symbol of
good fellowship.
Copyright 1950, Kentucky Division, U. S. Breuer, Foundation
1523 Heybum Wilding • Louisville, Kentucky
Ibis is Moils who
"keeps" the house
that Jack built.
SHOW PRIZE MONEY
INCREASED IN '50
Beef Shows at Princeton athprize money at eleven beef cattle, London next °dame.;
hog and dairy shows under 4-H A 4-H and WA Hog Show tcrand FFA sponsorship this year, bet held at Bardwell Mardis$6,000 has been allocated for 1951.the 4-H and FFA big State Beef
Show to be held at Bourbon A Dotri show to be held ot-
Stockyards, Louisville, November Somerset, August 22.
15, 16 and 174
$1,000 to District Dairy Shows
at Mayfield, August 14; Bowling,
Green, August 15; Campbells—
vine, Aug 18; Shelbyville, Aug,,.
Commissioner of Agriculture 17; Flemingsburg, Aug. 18, asullo
Harry F. Walters today announ- Willinnwtown August 21;
. each for 4-H and FIFA Bak*ced distribution of $14,000 in
FREE30 DAYHOME TRIAL
INTEkNATIONAL HARVESTER
FREEZERS
Any model installed in your house at absoleady so
charge or obligation. This is the one sure way for
you to find out what a freezer in your home ma
mean to you. Test it yourself; see how it saves food,
time, work and money! Call us today, or come in.
PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT (0.
314 Walnut Fulton
'Nt
97
This is the refrigerator that Will: '
preserve the foods in the
house that Jac
•
This is the automatic laundry
that will v,ash and dry the clothes
in the hou,e that Jack built.
This .Is
Jack.
Phone 16
'This is the range .that
.ser will cook the food in the
.house that Jack built.
4)e could go on ince this for hours and hours. But you see what we mean. Just
about every labor saving device in anyone's home is run by electricity. Whether
there's ironing to do, or dishes to wash, electricity does the work for you.
But the really wonderful thing about this service is its cost. No other service
you buy does so much for you—for so little. Electricity is the biggest value buy
in anyone's budget.
KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
INCORPOR• T II 0
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ZVI Mein SI
Patricia Latane
(Ed's note: This well-known columnist of the
 News, will
be found as regularly as space perm
its, and all may write to
her who desire. She does NOT answer 
letters except through
the columns of this newspaper. Addres
s Patricia Latane, c-o
The Nees, Fulton, Kentucky.)
Dear Patricia:
Just a few lines to ask you r‘i,
question. Does my husband love
me? Does he ever think of his
other wife? Thanks, (H. M.)
Dear Ii. M.:
No, he does not think of his
first wife; he is in love with you.
Take a little advice and stop
'nagging. P. I...
Dear Patricia Latane:
My husband and I have quit
NEW
WORKLESS
WASHER
ONLY
$16995
•
IIEW MOLY DIMMIATIC
iwwa I
wee manta—
it aryiebere?
New Bendix Dialamafic
washes, rinses, damp—
drys—jast set the dial
9 Minh news touch water.
• Undertow washing—Flostaway
Flushaway draining! Damp-drying!
• Agitator washing in the *maxims
Wondertub.
• No wnnger, no spinner, no viantion
—and no bolting down!
• AO anywhere in home, duplex ce
aputmem.
• Low gown payment—easy terms!
• Wondertub geannteed tor 3 yeah in
writing
BE NDiter
I7 ,...F.•:,: A ,S.-qte, liv
but I still love him. I understand
through a friend that he is going
with some girl. What should I do?
I want him back, and it was all
my fault. (N. P. W.1
Dear N. P. W:
Swallow your pride and go see
ithim; explain that it was al your
fault and that you're sorr. Tell
him that you still love h and
want to try to make a success of
your marriage. From your writ-
ing I should judge that you are
spoiled. I think that if you will
sit down and think the whole
thing over you will find that your
trouble is because you can't have
your way. P. L.
Dear Patricia:
I have made a big mess of my
life, such a mess that I don't
think anyone can help me; but
I thought I would write you and
see.,,
I 'am a single girl 18 years old
and have a baby 6 months old:
my friends think I have been
married but I haven't. At first I
loved my baby, but now for some
reason, everytime I look at her
I wish I could put her back in the
attic with my old dolls, because
I know she is the reason I don't
have any chances to go any-
where. All I do is stay home with
my baby. I didn't love her father
and now I don't love her. Can
you tell me what I can do?
J.
Dear J.:
My heart grieves for you be-
cause one sin will not cover up
for another; if I were you I
would go to church, ask the Past-
or for a little of his time, which
he will so gladly give you, and
then tell him just what you wrote
me. I think he can help you, if
you want to be helped; if you
don't want to be helped all I can
say is I wouldn't want to be in
your shoes. That poor little baby
cannot help what you do, or its
father has done, so why_ blame
the child? The child, in later
years, will have to pay foi your
mistakes, so,I would see how good
I could be to it and try to be a
Mother. A child born out of wed-
lock gets enough knocks in life
without its own mother turning
against it. P. L.
BILL
OF
HARRIS FORK
A lovely day like this one
brings my friend Herschel out
on his front porcn with nis pa-
pers, magazines, etc.
"Herschel you look as worn
and tired out as the Veep did the
SEE THE NEW BENDIX day after he was married."
DIALAMATIC-TODAY' 
"Well I have been reading a lot
•
BENNErr ELECTRIC
Phone 201
and I was bothered some by a
couple of jokers from Fulton that
wanted to rent a room and didn't
want to pay no more for it than
4410„.the gift to hold
Moth Protection fluarentw. unetwwritbaw
Ow ono of that world'. larrest invoranoe
eiwnpaniev incitsitol with every LANIL
Chest upon application.
her dreams!
f-• A beautiful
LANE
Cedar Hope Chest
As advertised
SEVENTEEN
end LIFE
ewe. Gil Grad.
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Pressen-Tinted
AROMA-TIOUT
dotal Wile wade
$49.50
AND UP
CHEST No. 24S9
A big bcancifal
waterfall design
in matched
American walnut
and othw rare
woods.
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GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
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CeE CF THE PEST DIVERS OF HF_R SEX EVER 10 LEAP
INTO THE NAVES, r5 ESTIMATED 10 HAVE SOARED
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News and Personals from - - - -
Water Valley -
Odell Puckett
Mrs. Roy Latta entertained ternoon with Mrs. Will Puck
ett.
with a luncheon Wednesday in Mr. and Mrs. Lila 
Bradley
honor of Mrs. Bennett Wheeler, spent Thursday and 
Tnursclay
a recent bride. Those present !night at their cabin at 
Ken-
included: Mesdames: U. S. Cope- lucky 
Lake. of Fulgham spent Sunday with
land, Carl Pirtle, E,. J. Hall, C. L. Mrs
. Gusta Rhodes was hostess her mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Haskell, C. M. Wilson, P. L. Pit- Fr
iday afternoon to a household
low, Nathan Gossum, Claude , show
er for Mr. and Mrs. J. N. 
Mrs. Lula Council of Mission.
Owen Harry Tibbs and Bill Rh
odes. The Rhodes recently lost 
Texas and Mrs. Jettie Cooley
all their belongings by fire. 
from Mayfield Visited Sunday
Mrs. Ethel Melton visited Mrs. Th
e Woman's Society of Christ-
Ruth Elrod and Opal Thursday ian 
Service enjoyed a mission
afternoon. stu
dy Tuesday at the Methodist
Mrs. Lena Brown 7S visiting , Church
.
relatives and friends in Detroit. Son
nie Williams and Coleman
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Byrn spent Jac
kson are on the sick list.
last week.in Metropolis, Ill., with 
Mrs. Cavender of Pilot Oak
her brother, Mr. and Mrs. Grundy 
community spent Thursday with
Edwards. h
er son, Mr. and Mrs. Ruston
Mrs. Harold Puekctt and Mrs. Cav
ender.
J. C. McAlister visited Friday af- 
Mrs. Lelia Bard and Mrs. Mur-
rell Stephens visited Friday with
Louie Kasnow would. And they Mrs. Bill Williams and baby.
wanted it furnished good enough Mrs. Harold Puckett, Mrs.
 W.
for Foad Homra. I don't know T. Edwards and Mrs. J. C. 
Mc-
how' good that is but they said Mister visited, Mrs. Arthur 
Rose
they would be inviting him over Saturday afternoon.
here and they didn't want any Mr. and Mrs. Leon Gossum 
and
wise cracks out of him about their family of Wingo spent Sunday
Country Home." with his brother, Mr. and 
Mrs.
"Well, who were they"? Harry Hunt Gossum and son
,
They both gave me their cards. Ronald.
One read Ernest Fall, Jr., and
the other—I think Fall was his
Daddy but he denied it—Brown-
ing, I forget the first name - -
"Was it Bill"?
"I believe it was."
"And did you rent them a
room, and did you get the pay in
advance?"
'By cracky you bet I did. They
said they were going to fish over
at Water Valley in.,Turtle Creek.
They heard there were some big-
uns in that creek and they want-
ed to see for themselves.
Sounds "fishy" to me but Ma
and I are going to keep the kitch-
en door locked just in case."
"Herschel the whole thing
sounds fishy to me and I'd keep
my eye on them and don't let
them eat too many green apples."
—Bill of Harris Fork.
...••••••• 
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Duke visited
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lee and Miss
Odell Puckett visited Sunday
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. J.
B. Byrn.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Puckett
visited Sunday with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Edwards,
Mr. and. Mrs. Hal Kizer and son,
Hal, Jr., visited in Mayfield and
Pryorsburg Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Hicks
and children of Wingo visited Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Bard Sunday af-
ternoon.
On the sudden death of Mrs.
Lillie Bell Hamlin of Mayfield,
Mr. and Mrs. Hub Chandler, Mr.
and Mrs. C. Y. Chandler and
mother were called from Okla-
••••••••••••••\
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ome to EXCHANGE FURNITURE COM-
PANY today. . . see all the pretty new patterns we
have. . . ,designed to give the "New Look" to every
room n your home!
This Spring resolve to repaper those old faded
walls, give new life to the rooms and halls . . and
:EW ENJOYMENT out of living in your home. The
,rty cost may surprise vou; we offer you papers in
)11 price ranges to fit most anyone's budget.
EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMPANY
207 Church Street Fulton
homa City, Okla., to attend the
funeral. They are also relatives
of Mrs. Robert Gossum.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard at-
tended the spring meeting and
banquet of the National Federa-
tion of Postoffice Clerks Satur-
day in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Bard
and' daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Bard and fami,ly motored to
Smithland ,Ky., Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. anid Mrs. Leon Charlton
and children spent Sunday after-
noon at Kentucky Lake.
Quite a number of the Ameri-
can Legion members attended the
Methodist Churctrin union Sun-
day morning. Next Sunday they
will attend the Church of Christ
and members are urged to at-
tend.
Friday dinher guests in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gossum included: Mr. and Mrs.
Hub Chandler, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Y. Chandler and mother of Okla-
homa City, Okla., Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Chandler and son and two
daughters and their families from
Akron, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
Gossum of Pilot Oak.
Edgar Rhodes of Detroit is
visiting his brother, Mr. and Mrs.
J. N. Rhodes, Mr. and Mrs. Gusta
Rhodes and other relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Childress
and boys spent Sunday with his
sister. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Snow of
Fulgham.
Mrs. Clara Bratton spent Sat-
urday in Wingo with her sister.
I Mrs. Grant Mullins and mother.
Mrs. Myra Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Child-
ress spent Wednesday with Mr
and Mrs. Charlie Patrick of Ful-
gham.
Miss Tommy Jean Hawks of
Fulton spent Sunday with Miss
Glenda Sue Cooley.
Mr and Mrs. Porter Stephens
with their brother, Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Taylor.
W. P. Williams, who has been
on the sick list for the past week,
was carried to a hospital in Chi-
cago Sunday. We wish for him a
speedy recovery.
C
One's first lesson.i to learn
one's self; having done this, one
, will naturally, through grace
!from God, forgive his brother and
love his enemies. — Mary Baker
Eddy.
Who feels injustice; who
Get away ft.( m the crowd when shrinks before a slight; who has
you can. Keep yourself to your- a sense of wrong so acute, and s
o
self, if only for a few hours glowing a gratitude for kindness,
daily—Arthur Brisbane. as a generous boy-Thackeray.
•
Discount on all Spring
COATS and SUITS
HALF PRICE
On All Earl SPRING HATS
We are also receiving daily nice summer cot-
tons and sheer in sun-backs and all styles. Good
for the warm days to come. Come in and let us
show you!
CLARICE SHOP
300 Main Street Phone 265
xeoteite A RANGE LIKE THIS*AT A $60 SAVING!
BEAUTIFUL 1950 DE LUXE
NORGE
WITH 2-WAY
AUTOMATIC
CON TR OLS
Never before
so many
de luxe
features
at such an
amazingly
low price!
..b(••4t ..4.^
:%•.;
MODEL PE-25
• 2-WA1 
AUTOMATIC 
CONTROLS—Famed
blended heat 
oven anti 
handy appliance
 out-
let turn on 
and off 
automatically at 
desired
setting.
• 
TITANIUM 
PORCELAIN 
ENAMEL 
EXTERIOR
—Resists 
chipping;lasts longe
r; gives 
whiter,
brighter 
appearance. 
.
• 
ATTRACTIVE 
FULL-VJIDTH' 
PORCELAIN
LAMP—Has two 
lights; includes
 electric
clock with 
timer which 
controls au
tomatic
operation of oven 
and applianc
e outlet.
• 3 BIG 
UTENSIL 
DRAWERS—Here's 
plenty
of extra 
storage space 
for most 
frequently
used kitchen 
utensils.
• 
OTHER 
FAMOUS 
FEATURES-7
-speed
"tatlored-beat" surfa
ce units, 4
-way "Char-
Coil" 
broiler,deep well 
cooker, genuine 
glass
fiber 
insulation, one-p
iece top and 
backrail,
cove 
recessedbase, many 
other 
advantages.
ELECTRIC
RANGE
. et
A $259.95 VALUE
04
199 95(As Sliewv)
LIMITED TIME ONLY!
Buy On
EASY CREDIT TERMS
MODE FURNITURE COrPANY
319 Walnut Street Fulton, Kentuc
SEE NORGE BEFORE YOU BUY
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LEGION AUXILIARY
ENJOYS POT LUCK
SUPPER APRIL 24
The American Legion Auxili-
ary met Monday, April 24 at the
Legion cabin for a pot luck sup-per at six thirty. Mrs. Mozelle
Alfred and Miss Virginia Holman
were hostesses with sixteen mern-bers attending.
The meeting opened with the
presentation of the colors follow-
ed by player by the Chaplain.
The pres,dent led the Auxiliary
in reading a preamble in unison.
The roll was called and the
minutes read and approved fol-
lowed by the treasurer's report.
The president read a letter
from Ernest Childers in regard to
the spring district meeting to be
held May 2. Various reports were
read from Auxiliary members in
other towns who plan to attend
this meeting.
A discussion followed about
veterans' families who need the
help of our Auxiliary and plans
I
WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW
Reception "Foggy" \
Lately??
If your favorite radio pro-
gram gets lost in a "fog" of
hum, static or fadeouts, let our
expert repair man make it
work like new. Our prompt
service at low prices can't be
beat. Call us at the first sign
of trouble.
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
PHONE 4-0-1 —
CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave.
were made to give them aid.
A report was given by Mrs.
Allen Austin about the invite-
ions and programs which have
been printed. Reservations were
taken by Mrs. Carey Frields and
Mrs. Kate Bowlin for plates at
the luncheon the day of the meet-
ing.
An open discussion was heldfrom the floor on various sub-jects pertaining to the Auxiliary
and its work.
It was announced by Mrs.
Harold Holliday, the chairman
of Poppy Day, that Poppy Day
will be May 27.
The draWing for the door prize
was held with Mrs. M. H. War-
ren's name bsing called. There
were no April birthdays to be
celebrated.
The program was turned over
to Mrs. Frank Wiggins who gave
articles on "April—As Ameri-
cans Legion Child Welfare
Month." She was assisted by sev-
en of the members.
The meeting • adjourned with
the retirement of the colors.
The social hour was ended in
a slogan quiz. Hostesses for the
May meeting will be: Mrs. Ann
Whitnel and Mrs. Wallace Ashby.
Mrs. Harold Holliday will be
program leader.
MISS LATTA
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
Miss Adolphus Latta was host-
ess to the Thursday night bridge
club at her home on Norman
Street
Following several progressions
of contract Mrs. Eula Mulford
Was high scorer for the evening
and Mrs. Howard Strange won
the bridge bingo.
The hostess served a sandwich
plate.
SHIRLEY HICKS
HONORED WITH
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Miss Shirley Ruth Hicks was
honored with a lovely birthday
party at her home Monday night,
April 24.
Guests were: Miss Annie Lou
flicks, Willie Hicks, Frankie
Hicks and her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Hicks.
Rayon-Nylon Blend
Here's a pretty spring-into-summer
dress, In an up-to-the-minute tab.
ric. Avisco rayon Is blended with
nylon for a wonderful combina-
tion of crisp body, soft sheen
I and long-wearing quality! Clever
I stitching gives a smart plisse ef•
fe-,t 'to the stand-awaf skirt of
th's ei•ess, which Is priced for
visited relatives in St. Louis
over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
will be weekend guests of frienris
,in Frankfort, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Shawie Noffel
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Naifeh and son, Johnny of
Portagesville, Mo., were guests of
relatives Sunda-Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fields,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Owen- and
children, Norma and Rice spent
Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mrs. J. C. Yates has returned
from a visit with relatives in
Mayfield, Ky.
Dr. and Mrs. James Bushart of
Memphis were Sunday guests of
relatives in Fulton.
VICTORY HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY MEETING ON -
THURSDAY, APRIL 20
The Victory Homemakers Club
met in the home of Mrs. T. S.
Wade Thursday, April 20 with
I Mrs. Roy Carver assisting.
Mrs. Harold Copeland, presi-
dent, presided over the business
I session and the discussions of theprogram for next year.
We Get to the Bottom !
itits;
eitk#4,
rwc,
c'"V) g1r
Our master mechanics aren't satis-
fied until they get to the bottom of
your car's trouble. Here you can be
sure you auto will be adjusted cor-
rectly.
AUTHORIZED
SALES AND
SERVICE
A •
V V
We Serrice and
All
BOB
MOTOR
Telephone 60
••••••usee-
Repair
Makes Cars & Trucks
WHITE
COMPANY
Fulton
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
were weekend guests of relatives
in Emminence, Ky.
Mrs. Jess Harris is on a two
weeks vacation trip to points of
interest in Florida.
Mrs. Farrar Bushart of Horn-
beak is the guest of her sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Milner. -
a.
Mrs. W. H. Roper is able to be
out following an major operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Bushart
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren John-
son attended the Gold Tourna-
ment in Memphis Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hassell of
Humboldt, Tenn., were weekend
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.
Mount and Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Clifton.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Cole of
Chicago have been the guests ofhis mother and sister, Mrs.
Frank Cole and Mrs. C. L. Mad-dox and Mr. Maddox on Eddings
street.
The district meeting will be
held at Clinton, Wednesday,
April 26 at the Methodist Church.
A very interesting program has
been planned and it is hoped that
every member that can will at-
tend.
Spring Rally Day for Lodges-
ton and Cayce 4-H Club members
will be at Cayce, Monday, April
24 at 12:30.
Mrs. Herman Roberts land-
scape leader, gave an interesting
discussiorf on "Hints for the Veg-
etable Gardner."
Mrs. E. E. Mount, reading
chairman., gave an interesting
talk on "Magazines" and "Why
Read?"
Twenty members and one visit-
or, Mrs. Etta Wade, and Mrs. Mc-
Leod, Home Agent, enjoyed a de-
licious pot luck lunch at noon.
Mrs. Charles Upton gave the
lesson on the selection and use
of pictures. A friendly picture
well selected and properly hung
will do much to add a welcome
to the home, reported Mrs. Up-
ton. She was assisted by Mrs.
Raymond Harrison.
It was reported that nine mein-
bers taxa been in perfect at-
tendance since the beginning of
this year's work while many
others have missed only one
meeting.
Mrs. E. L. Cook led the group
playing "Botany Exam" and
"Flying Ducks" and Mrs. J. R.
Powell assisted in the singing of
"Patsy Ore-Ay" and "My Wild
Irish Rose."
The next meeting will be in
the afternoon with Mrs. Ray-
mond Harrison and Mrs. Luby
Howell will be co-hostess.
Town Topics
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
spent the weekend with friends
in St. Louis.
Mrs. Wallace Shankle, Mrs. J.
C Olive and Mrs. J. F. Brown
A Goat
ComPAmoN!!
Some things just can't be
parted! That's how it is with
companionable men and
congenial Bond & 'Allard!
• • •
Ask for Bond & Linard by name
at bars and package stores
IV&
l**
0 
P AS KENTUCKY WHISKEY
— A BLEND
181416
NATIONAL DISTILLER. ..0Lii..h,TS CORPORATION, NIVV TURK, N.Y.• 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Hunt and lit-
tle daughter, Alicia and Mrs. W.
W. Roach of Paducah were Sun-
day guests of the latter's mother,
Mrs. J. 0. Anderson. Mrs. Roach
remained for a longer visit.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Poe attend-
ed the opera in Memphis Thurs-
day.
•
Mrs. Ivora Parham has moved
from her home on 9Iendale
Avenue to the home of Mrs. Ed.
Henderson, 110 Church street.
Mrs. Bruce Henderson and
children formerly of Evanston is
visiting Mr. and Mrs, Walter
Henderson. Mrs. Henderson is
enroute to Cairo where she willjoin her husband and make her
home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J Bowers are
RADIO
Repairing
The baseball season is almosthere; if your "FM"-set isn't
working right, I can fix it for
you now.
* *
I have a complete line of bat-
teries for portable sets. Get
your new ones in time for thatfishing trip, picnic baseball
broadcast or weekend trip.
FREE pick-up and delivery
anywhere in the immediate
Fulton vicinity.
"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER
M. E. (Ham) Ethridge
Phone 455 Fulton
improving after being ill of flu
at their home on fourth street.
Mr. and Mrs. James McDade
and children spent Sunday at
Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Belew
and daughter, Ruth nave return-
ed to their home in Detroit after
a visit with Mrs. R. M. Beiew and i
other relatives.
FIELDS SERVICE STA.
Across the street Irons the factory
Telephone 9163 Fulton
—Your Business Appreciated—
CLYDE FIELDS. Mgr.
I OVER 200 PATTERNS now in
, stock, from which to choose!
• • •
Ail QUALITY papers to suit every
• taste.
• • •
PRICES to fit every pocket-
s book
• • •
COME IN TODAY; !et us show
you our steaks.
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
Paints — Glass — Wall Pappers
210 CHURCH STREET PHONIt 989
•
• 1111*-
. 'THRILLER WITH A THRIFTY STREAK. Like power? Then try this.
The Buick Riviera Sedan on the SUPER chassis with the newest and
Taf•tt thing in thrill-pocked power plants, the f-263 fireball. Makes
gas go a long way, too, as the really surprising mileage records of
our customers show.
Will you try the car that's
ALWAYS ON TIM WM?
NOT all roads are boulevards, andnot every street can always be
level as a ballroom floor.
But if you think, sir, that there's
nothing you can do about it —are you
garnet° make a test that may prove
you_wrong?
A-It-we want you to do is sample a
Buick ride.
We want you to sit in this broad seat
and aim your gun-sight ornament
at the roughest stretch of road you
know.
We want you to see how soft coil
springs all around, not on front
wheels alone, soak up those jars and
jolts, fairly float you over cobbles,
FOUR-WAY FOREFRONT
This rugged front end (1) sets the style note, (2)
saves on repair costs—vertical bars are individually
replaceable, (3) avoids "locking horns," (4) makes
parking and garaging easier.
railroad crossings and weather-
pocked macadam.
We want you to try the back seat—
and see how free of toss and throw
it is, how soft, low-pressure tires on
wide Safety-Ride rims cut down the
sway and swerve on sudden curves.
Feel, please, the steadiness of this
car under you as Buick's stout torque-
tube takes rear wheel wiggle-waggle
out of your going.
Note the quick, firm snub of Buick
shock absorbers, the absenc_e_91
engine vibration, the sensation of
soaring over roads on which your
wheels never lose their sure-footed
grip, the special liquid smoothness
of Dynaflow Drive.*
Particularly if you've been driving
a car that seems patterned to move
ahead by leaps and bounds, we want
you to experience a Buick ride for
comparison's sake.
*Standard on ROADMAS TER, optional at extra wet
on SUPER and SPECIAL model,
Try any Buick—SPECIAL, SUPER Of
ROADMASTER — they're all "on the
leverwith you all the time, as we'd
Like to demonstrate.
Just see your own Buick dealer. Ask
him for a no-obligation test ride.
After that—well, decide for yourself
if you hadn't "better buy Buickr
ONLY HOICK HAS
Dtwafiosit-
AND R7TH IT CO:
NIGHER-COMPRESSION Fireboat valve in Loud
power in three engines. (New F-263 engine state
models.) • NEW-PATTERN STYLING, errth
MULTI-GUARD forefront, taper - through feeders,
"double bubble" taillights • WIDE- ANGLE VISI-
SHUTT, dose-up rood view bon forward and bock
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE, less aver-all length fur
easier parking and garaging, sholturning radius .
EXTRA-WIDE SEATS cradled between the axles •
SOFT BUICK RIDE, Irons all-coil springing. Safety-
Ride rims, low-pressure tires, rido-steodyinq torgeie-
tub• • WIDE ARRAY OF MODELS
with Body by Fisher.
r". IIT NRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, ere, Monday wino.
WHATEVER YOUR PRICE RANGE
Vear Agf 
ii?
OM* 
"
arYm Kaik
.o Greoftr
Voire
_Phone your DEWS dealer for a demonstration—Rigid How! 
 
BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224 - 228 Fourth Street Fulton, Kentucky
When bettor automobiles are built BUICK will build them
.116
GLAD GIRLS
CLASS MEETS
MONDAY NIGHT
The Glad Girls Class of the
First Baptist' Church met Mon-
day night in the home of Mrs.
Larry Latham in Highlands.
The meeting was opened with
oPrayer by Miss Sarah Collins
followed by the devotional given
by Mrs. Fred Carden. Minutes of
the last meeting were read by
Miss Colins and Mrs. Richard
Myatt gave the treasurer's re-
port Mrs. H. L. Milstead presid-
ed over the business session.
During the social hour the
hostess served strawberry short-
cake and Coca-Colas to the fol-
lowing members: Mesdames, My-
att, Carden, Milstead, John Cov-
ington, Louis Hissle, Eldred
Choate, Avery Hancock, Dee Fist,
Lowell Williams, Neal Clinard,
Porter Twigg, Charles Green,
Wilburn Allen, Jessie Davis, Bil-
lie Lowe, Carl Hastings, Newton
Huddle, Virginia Furlong, Kath-
erine Hassell and Miss Sarah Col-
LADIES AID
MEET MONDAY
AT CHURCH
The Ladies Aid of the Cum-
berland Presbyterian Church met
Monday at two thirty at the
athurch.
The meeting opened wiht a
:song "Sweet Hour of Prayer"
followed by the devotional given
by Mrs. J. W. Lawrence. who al-
vas read an article on "Faith in
Prayer and What It Will Do."
Roll call and minutes were
read and accepted. Plans for a
cake -sale May 13 at the Ken-
tucky Utilities were made and
1190 a rummage sale May 27. Mrs.
G. G. Baid gave a report on the
organ and chimes and announced
that they were completely paid
for. A new fund has been started
1st buy a carpet for the church.
MRS. MADDOX
110STESS TO
EMIDGE CLUB
The members of the Thursday
o lernoon bridge club and sever-
s') guests were entertained by
rex. C. L. Maddox at her home
• ea Eciclings Street
Three tables of slayers enjoyed
,2:se games of contract and can-
rosta. Mrs. Rupert Stilley was
*warded high score prize for the
J-ridge players and Mrs. Ed Rob-
rts of Water Valley won canasta
g ritx' e. Mrs. Allen Cole of Chicago,
-Souse guests of Mrs. Maddox was
ssivesi a guest gift.
A lovely party plate was serv-
r I at the conclusion of the games.
Guests were: Mesdames Cole,
..Toberts, Staley. Frank Brady and
W. I.. Durbin.
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METHODIST WSCS
ENJOYS MEETING
MONDAY AFTERNOON
The General Meeting of WSCS
of the First Methodist Church
was held Monday afternoon at
2:30 in the ladies parlor of the
church.
Mrs. Howard Edwards, chair—
man, called the meeting to order
followed by a song. Minutes of.
the last meeting were read by '
Mrs. Hunter Whitesell and the!
treasurer's report was gvein by !
Mrs. John Daniels There were ,
thirty one members and one vis-
itor, Mrs Newsom, present.
Mrs. E. E. Mount gave an in-
teresting report of the district
meeting held in Union City. An
interesting report of the Nation-
al Assembly of Woman's Society
of Christian Service held in
Cleveland, Ohio, was giv.en • by
Mrs. W. S. Atkins. Mrs. Warren
Graham, district conference of-
ficer also gave a report.
Mrs. Fred Gibson announced a -
mission study with the first ses-
sion to be held May 2 at seven
thirty at the church.
Mrs. Frank Hardy had charge
of the program assisted by Mrs.
Grady Varden who gave the de-
votional Mrs. Brady's subject
was, "Needs of the World." Mrs.
Brady introduced Mrs. C. E.
Hawk0.s who, assisted by Misses
Jessie Marie Harding and Jean
Crocker, presented an impressive
skit.
Mrs. Edwards dismissed the
meeting with prayer.
MRS. EVANS
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Ben Evans was hostess to
the members of her Tuesday
club and two guests, Mrs. L. A.
Clitton and Mrs. R. A. Fowlkes
at her home on Eddings Street.
Mrs. Clifton was high scorer
for the evening. The hostess ser-
ved a sandwich plate at the close
of the games.
Members playing were: Mes-
dames L 0. Bradford, A. G
Baldridge, Abe Jolley, V. L.
Freeman, R. C. Pickering and L.
0. Carter.
MRS. RICE
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Charles Rice entertained
the Tuesday bridge club at her
I home on Reed Street.
Onle guest, Mrs. Roy Hamby,
was included in the two tables
of members. Mrs. Frank Wiggins
was high scorer for the evening
At the close of the games the
hostess served a delicious salad
plate and Coca-Colas. Members
playing were: Mesdames Wig-
gins, Paul Boyd, Grady Varden,
H. H. Bugg, Robert Burrow and
John Daniels.
Our cold storage vault (the only one in Fulton
County) is IDEAL for your furs and winter wool-
ens for these important reasons:
1. It is CONVENIENT. Next fall you may ob-
tain your storage on a FEW HOURS' NO-
TICE ... just in case cold weather suddenly
strikes, or you need them for a trip to a cold-
er climate.
2. It is FIREPROOF, and all contents are fully
insured against moth, fire, theft.
3. We give each item PERSONAL ATTEN-
TION because, knowing each customer as we
try to do, we know your likes and dislikes and
make eiery effort to please the individual.
PHONV 1-3-0 TODAY; our route man will picilt;;
your furs and other clothing for COLD PI'. _ MER
STORAGE now. PAY NOTHING Lntil you are'
ready to have your garment!: :•ccurned to you next
fall!
—We appreciate your business—
OK LAUNDRY & SANITONE CLEANERS
005
*r. —
"What do you mean, 'no funds'? Why, there's a man cashing
a check right now!"
— —
By d'Alessio
1
PALESTINE HOMEMAKERS
HAVE MEETING APRIL 21
The Palestine Homemakers
Club held its regular monthly
'meeting ' Friday, April 21 at
Community Center.
The meeting opened with the
devotional by Mrs. C. B. Cald-
well.
Mrs. Robert Thompson, presi-
dent, conducted the meeting and
gave a report on Advisory Coon-
sil and discussions on projects
for work the coming year. Mrs.
Thompson also announced the
district meeting at Clinton
Methodist Church Wednesday.
April 26 and urged members to '
attend for an interesting program
had been planned.
Mrs. Frank Stroud told of the
plyans for a demonstration of
work done by Fulton County
Homemakers which would be dif-
played in Fulton in the near fu-
ture.
During the recrection period
Mrs. Percy King Led the group
in playing two enjoyable games,
"Ducks Fly" and "Name Six."
Mrs. Harold Pewitt led in singing
the singing of "Oh Susanna."
A delicious pot luck lunch was
served at noon.
Visitors to the club were: Mrs.
John Choice and daughter of
Paducah and Mrs. McLeod was
present in the afternoon.
The landseape leader, Mrs.
Bertha Nugent, gave an instruc-
tive lesson for vegetables and
flower gardens. She stressed the
cultivation and transplanting
were the most important factors.
She also read an article on "Care
and History of the African Violts"
which is in most homes. An iris
tour was planned for May.
Mrs. William McClanahan and
Mrs. John Verhine gave majorlessons on hanging pictures and
displayed several arrangements.The hanging of pictures require
as much taste as choosing.
Hostesses for the day were
Mesdames Avery Hancock, Lewis
Thompson and Leslie Nugent.
Mrs .Herbert Vaughan and
Mrs: E. Hearn of St Louis left
Tuesday for a trip to New Or-leans. 
unique way. They were placed
•
Netv Sports Outfit
A handsome sportswear combina-
tion is this checked vest With
knitted back, and a light-weight
sport shirt. They're both made of
cool, wrinkle-resistant rayon fab-
rics, woven of Avisco yarns. The
washable shirt doubles for busi-
ness wear when worn with a tie,
while the vest of a new worsted-
like rayon is right for anything
Hem putteria ground the garden
to 18 holes of golf.
MRS. J. D. SIMPSON
COMPLIMENTED WITH
MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER
Mrs. C. E. Gargus of Mayfield
and Mrs. Carl Wright were host-
esses to a lovely party and show-
er Friday night at the home of
Mrs. Wright on Cedar Street
when they complimented Mrs. J.
D. Simpson the former Gladys
Eaves.
The honoree wore a maroon
I spring suit with a corsage of car-
nations, a gift of the hostesses.
Arrangements of spring flow-
ers added a colorful note to the
I house.
Games and contests were en-
joyed with Mrs. W. R. McKenzie
I and Mrs. Alvin Gargus winning
I the prizes.
The gifts were presented in an
mumplissrE ooTTirs COTTON SHOP DRESSES
Beautiful — yet practical!
white gabardine
SHORTYS
$998
fully satin lined—this boxy
yoke back rayozr gabardine
beauty. Sizes 10 to 16. Well
tailored. Never have you in-
vested $9.98 more wisely.
This is a special promotion
and our 25 Shortys won't last
long. Get yours today.
INC.
ummumsw IT'S NEW—DOTTY HAS IT
under colorful umbrellas and as
the honoree: would look under
one umbrellia an alarm would
go off under the other umbrella.
She received inany lovely gifts.
A feature of the entertainment
was "The Courtship of Mr. and
Mrs. Simpson" as enacted by Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Gargus. .
A lovely party plate was serv-
ed the guests.
The guest list included: the
honoree, Mrs. W. B. Eavs, Mrs.
W. R. McKenzie, Mrs. W. S. Gar-
gus, Mrs. N. D. Simpson, Mrs.
James Fortner, Mrs. Claude Will-
iams, Mrs. Ira Cloys, Mrs. K. 0.
Lannon, Mrs. Frank Wiggins,
Mrs. J. D. Coleman, Mrs. J. W.
Coleman, Mrs. Dewey Crocker,
Mrs. Verna DeMyer, Mrs. A. R.
Austin, Mrs. Mozelle Rawls, all of
Fulton, Mrs. Alvin Gargus, Mrs.
Marvin Hair, Mrs. Woodfin Watts
and Mrs. B. J. Gargus of May-
field, Mrs. J. 0. Cagle of Little
Rock.
Those sending gifts but not
'
attending were: Mrs. Harry
Richards, Mrs Mary Ellen Ash-
by, Mrs. L. C. Boaz, Mrs. A. B.
Glover, Mrs. L. C. Adams, Mrs.
1J. ,C. Owen, Mrs. Sam Edwards,
Mrs. M. D. Phillips, Mrs. J. R.
Hillman, Mrs. Don Andrews of
Nashville, . Mrs. Paul Dell of
Murray, Mrs. L. S. Grissom, Mrs.
M. B. Conner and Mrs. Joe Con-
ner. I
Mrs. Lannon and Mrs. J. W
Coleman assisted in serving.
MANY LADIES
ATTEND MEET
AT CLINTON
Mesdames H. G. Butler, W. M.
Mitchell, PRul Hornbeak, Vir-
ginia Laird, Fred Bondurant.
Charles Jones, J. W. Lawrence,
L. C. Brown, Sonny Madding,
Sam Hibbs and A. J. Lowe of the
Fulton Homemakers Club attend-
ed the district meeting held at
the Methodist Church in Clinton,
April 26.
The group enjoyed the inter-
esting program and topics of
discussion.
There were 642 members pre-
sent from all the Homemakers
Clubs in this district.
The program is as follows:
9:30—Registration.
9:45—Organ Music — Mrs
Lawrence Herring.
10:00 — Group Singing —
Chardes Robinson, director • and
Mrs. Lawrence Herring, accom-
panist. Both are from Ballard
County.
Creed and invocation by Mr.
Joe Brandon, Marshall County.
10:15 — Federation Reports.
10:40 — House of Peace, Mrs
W. K. Morris, Christian County,
president of Kentucky Federation
of Homemakers.
10:45 — Roll call recognitiop
of guests and visitors.
11:00—"My Trip to Denmark,"
illustrated with colored slides,
Miss Alice Word, International
Youth Exchange Delegate.
11:45 — Announcement — Miss
Edwina Jones, Hickman county
home demonstration agent.
Noon — Lunch.
1:00 — Organ music, Mrs. Law
rence Herring.
1:15 — Group Singing.
1:20 — "What's Important" by
Miss Myrtle Weldon, State Lead-
er. 1,
1:35 — Special music Graves
County Homemakers. Choros,
Mrs. Elisha Hayden, direct& and
Mrs. John W. Ray, accompanist.
2:00—"Living with Our Differ-
ence in the Family" — Miss Eve-
lyn Duvall, executive secretary
National Council of Family Re-
lations of Chicago.
3:00 — Group Singing.
SCHOOL NEWS
FRESHMAN NEWS
BC ask PG to the prom. Have
a good time kids.
Wonder who BE goes with
from U. C. Co,p* on now, tell us
Betty.
MDW, who was that cute Jun-
ior boy you went with Sunday
.!•nightl—Couldn't be DC could it?
SE and BB seem to be doing
just fine these days. (a friend)
CS and VM had a fuss but we
think everything is all right now.
Quite a lot of the Freshman
have been. memorizing The Pow-
!era of Congress. We hope they
' will stay out of trouble from now
, 
on.
SOPHOMORE NEWS
It seems That PM and WN are
the two big love birds of PBS
now. Good luck you two.
JW who was that cute boy you
•.% ere with last week. It couldn't
Po BH could it?
DPB who is this we heard you
are going with to the Prom?
It seems that JAL and JY are
going strong.
Is it true that AP is getting
her eyes turned toward Duke-
dom? Who could it be?
Lbt who is the cute boy that is
Friday, A_pril 195.
taking you to the Prom' Is it
GB?
It seems that RB and Js will
never give other people a chance.
Town Topics
Mrs. Lucy Stokes of Hickman
is the guest of Mrs. J. Cequin
on Walnut street.
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe has been
dismissed from the Fulton Hos-
pital following a week's illness.
Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr., was
carried by Whit.t.tel ambulance to
a St. Louis hospital Monday.
Miss Mary Paschall of Denver,Colo., is the. guest of her mother,
Mrs. Joe Browder and Mr.Browder.
Do you suffer distress from
ieriSii°. FEMALE
WEAKNESS
which makes yea
NERVOUS several
days 'bet on'
Do female func-
ailments make
tonal monthly ma:
you suffer pain, feel so strangelyrestless, weak—at such times,Or just before your period/
Then start taking Lydia E.Plnkham's Vegetable Com-pound about ten days beforeto relieve such symptoms.Pinkham's Compound worksthrough the sympathetic ner-vous system. Regular use ofLydia Pinkham's Compoundhelps build up resistance againstthis annoying distress.
Truly the woman's friend, /Note: Or you may preferLydia E. Pinkham's TABLETSWith added iron
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
• VEGETABLE COMPOUND it
COTTON PLANTING
SEED
Plant your cotton allotment this year and re-
tain it for the years ahead.
FERTILIZERS FOR EVERY USE
POTASH HIGH ANALYSIS
NITROGEN COMPLETE
SUPER PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS
WE HONOR P. M. A. Purchase Orders
* • •
CITY COAL COMPANY
PHONE 51 FULTON
/1/oi e pa cm Agit /he mnigemeor
O1/l49 hem wohlig kr/
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Space Maker REFRIGERATOR
Packed with practical
conveniences you'll use every
day . . . such as the wonderful butter
conditioner and sliding shelf.
One-third more refrigerated
food-storage space than in older
models—in the same floor space
The famous General Electric
sealed-in refrigerating system gives
you long years of dependable service. More
than 1,000,0.0 Pet: ige,ators have been
vi use 10 yews or lot ger.
8-Cu.-Ft. Models $239.95
Now As Low As
$9.83 Per Week
After Down Payment
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street
Phone 1
Fri
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MANY TO ATTEND
PADUCAH TOURS
Paducaluwill have a prominent
part in the second Open House
in Kentucky fete, during which
interesting homes will be opened
for visits by the public.
Many local residents are plan-
ning to participate in the pilgrim-
age to the lovely homes.
Five Paducah homes, including
the residence of Vice President
and Mrs. Alben W. Barkley, will
be opened this year. Other homes
are those of Mr. and Mrs. Stan-
ley Petter, Mr. and Mrs. Luther
F. Carson, Mr. and Mrs. W. M.
Carson and Mr. and Mrs. Houston
McNutt.
Last year it was the Barkleyhome that drew the greatest at-
tention and it is expected to head
the list again. The ramblingbrick home in handsoinel* fur-
nished With antiques and pest-les in beautifully wooded sur-
roundings.
The homes here will be open on
May 12 and 13, according to Mrs.
Harris Rankin, Charleston apart-
ment, Paducah Garden Club
chairman for the open house.
The statewide dates are May 11-
14.
Admission of 50 cents per homeis charged proceeds going to the
upkeep and improvement of Ken-
tucky's historic homes and shrin-
es.
PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Milner and
son, John, of Overland. Me.,
spent the weekend with her par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder.
St :eral members of the Pales-
tine Homemakers Club attended
the district meeting in Clinton
Wednesday.
Mrs. Carlene Stokes and chil-
dren attended the Shrine Circus'
in Union City Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts at-
tended church at Liberty Sun-
day.
Mrs. Ruby Hogg spent Sunday
wth her sister, Mrs. Gus Browder
and Mrs. Browder.
Clarence Caldwell and • Lad
Stokes visited the Armand Cald-
wells near Cuba Sunday after-
noon.
Mrs. A. M. Browder and Mrs.
Bertha Nugent visited Mr. and
Mrs. Perry Browder and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe McGank Sunday after-
noon near Union City.
PIERCE STATION
Mrs. John Matthews spent Sun-
day and Monday in Newbern,
Tenn., with her sister, Mrs. Mol-
lie Williams who had returned
from a Memphis hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem spent
Sunday with Mrs. Stem's brother,
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Buford Adams and family, near
Ralston, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. William Long, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Lowe, Mrs. Al-
gie Hay and DeWitt Matthews at-
tended singing in McConnell
Sunday night.
King Hunter Matthews of
Memphis was a guest of his un-
cle, John Matthews and wife
Tuesday night ol last week..
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stem and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rog-
ers and Linda spent Sunday at
Reelfoot Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hay have re-
turned to their homes in Lynn-
ville after sending several
weeks with their daughter, Mrs.
Lillie McCree.
BEE-KEEPERS ARE
URGED TO REGISTR
Recent legislation has provided
fro state-wide bee inspection for
the prevention and elimination of
bee diseases:
The bee-keeping industry is
suffering acutely from losses
through disease, this resulting in
much more loss to farmers
through lack of pollination of
various farm crops. This menacehas become so serious that thebee-keepers themselves have ask-
ed through their
-Kentucky State
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Pastures 'Don't Just Stay Good'; Need'
Planning, Management and Fertilization
Weed-ridden pasture (left) had as
growth (right) was Well
DASTURES just "don't stay good."I They have to be kept that wayby careful planning, management
and adequate fertilization, accord-ing to a statement issued here by
the 'Middle West Soil ImprovementCommittee.
The committee cites these steps
suggested by J. L. Haynes, of the
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion for keeping semi-permanent
grassland acreages in top produc-tion for five or six years without re-
seeding:
Seed well adapted. high-yieldingBeekeepers Association, that an legumes and grasses. Alfalfa andinspection service be rendered Aaciino clover and brome-grass orby the State Department of Agri- orchard grass make good combine-culture. tions.
The present statuts call for Maintain a high lime level in theregistration of all bee colonies in soil. •
Kentucky by the Department of 61. seeding time add the equiv-Agriculture. The scale of fees alent of 100 pounds per acre of 20is • per cent superphosphate for each25c for 1-10 colonies, 50c for, year of expected stand. Thereafter11-50 colonies, $1.00 for 51-200,$1.50 for 201-300 colonies, $2.00for 301-400 colonies and $3.00 for
more than 400 colonies.
Blanks for registration may be
obtained from thh office of the
Commissioner of Agriculture at
Frankfprt, your County Agent,
District Beekeepers-- Association
or the Kentucky State Beekeep-
ers Association, Box 43, Louis-
ville. _
EULTON BAND IN
HUMBOLDT TODAY
The 55-piece Fulton High
School band is in Humboldt to-day (Friday) as a guest of the an-
nual Strawberry festival in the
Tennessee City, and this after-
noon will be heard with other top
bands from West Tennessee for a
competitive rating.
Last year the local band
brought home highest honors in
the Junior parade there.
This year, stated Marshall
Cothran, director, the FHS band
elected to enter the second-day
competition in a tougher class(four bands from Memphis alone
are entered), to see how the lo-
cal musicians perform alongside
their larger neighbors.
A top rating this year, in this
competition, will therefore be
quite an accomplishment, Mr.
Cothran stated.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Everlasting Punishment" is
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
which will be read in all Christ-
ian Science churches throughout
the world on Sunday, April 36,
1950.
The Golden Text is: "Draw
nigh to God, and he will 'draw
nigh to ypu. Cleanse your hands,
ye sinners; and purify your
hearts, ye double minded."
(James 4:8)
•
1.1
soil care: thick, lush legume-grasafertilised and managed, b
top-dress pastures each year with
generous amounts of phosphate andpotash. On most farms, 300 to 400
pounds per acre of 041-27. 0-10-20 or0-20-20 will keep legume standsthick and vigorous.
Maintain the life and palatabil-ity of pasture with good grazing
management. Avoid overgrazing.
, Don't let cattle graze on one fieldfor too long a period.
Divide pastures into small fencedpaddocks so that most of the foragein any given paddock will be eaten
within 10 days or less—at the rate
of an acre for each 5 or 6 cows inthe herd. ,
Harvest as grass silage the sur-plus forage in paddocks not used inthe lush spring season. These har-
vested paddocks can later be in.
chided in the regular grazing se-quence with spring grazed pad.docks. •
Letters To The Editors
Congress of the United States.. I Children, because of the financial
House of Representatives support realized, will be able to
Washington, D. C. ! continue—and possibly expand—
April 20, 1950 the services maintained for crip-Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westpheling pled children in our state.Fulton, Kentucky.
Dear Paul and Jo:
I was very much interested in
reading the fine story appearing
in the magazine section of the
Courier Journal Sunday.
This was not news to me for I
have followed your successful op-
eration in Fulton since the date
of your arrival and in fact
prophesied this success even be-
fore you went to Fulton. Any-
how, it is always good to see
something in black and white.
I was at home for three or four
days last week but you no doubt
can imagine the number of peo-
ple I had visiting, which pre-
vented any visiting on pay part.
When I get back home after
the adjournment of Congress I
hope to have a visit with you at
length and hope to make a per-
sonal inspection of that new
home.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,
Noble J. Gregory
NJG:JC
(Ed's note: thanks.)
Kentucky Society finceripplegil.
Children
Leuisville 3, Kentucky
April 25, 1950
Paul Westpheling, Editor
News
Fulton, Kentucky.
Dear Mr. Westpheling:
The 1950 Easter Seal campaign
ended Easter Sunday, and al-
though returns are still far from
complete, we believe that the
Kentucky Society for Crippled
It is not uni:sual
for a bushel of
'PIONEER
Hybrid Seed Corn
to produce up to 750
bushels of
Sound Quality
Corn in the Crib
Do You Know of any Other Farm
Investment that costs so little
and Pays so well as
PIONEER
Hybrid Seed Corn.?
,
Our committee -feels that a
great measure of credit for suc-
cess of the Easter Seal campaign
in Fulton County is owing to you
and the "News" for the help giv-
en in your columns.
Your understanding and gener-
ous support of the campaign has
been truly a public service. It
has been also a warm and richly
humanitarian act. On behalf of
the Kentucky Society for Crip-
pled Children, we blitrnk you sin-
cerely, and we lufoig that the
crippled children who directly
benefit from Easter 'Seal services
thank you, too.
Sincerely yours,
Sidney Rosenblum,
1950 State Easter Seal Chairman.
FARMERS MAY SHIP
WOOL TO LEXINGTON
BEAUTY AND BEEF
AT SCHOOL TONITE
The—Senior Class of Fulton
High School presents a three act
comedy, "Beauty and the Beef,"
at Carr Institute Auditorium Fri-
day night, April 28, 1950.
The cast is as follows: Ginny
Allen, Patsy Green; George Al-
len, Billy Mott Jones; Laura Al-
len, Betty Sue Hancock; .Lester
Allen, Thomas Sublette; Profess-
or Barton, Dean Crutchfield;
Franny Barton, Dorothy Toon;
Beef, Jack Thorpe; Molly Woods,
Patsy Hall; Foggy Ryan, Ted
Goodwin; Miss Bigby, Ann F1.17-
zell ; Scaffold, Jerry Forrest;
Steve, Billy Holland; Bubbles,
Charles Shupe; Betty, Betty Wil-
liams; Dot, Linda Wilkins; Mitzi,
Nelle Speight; Bartara, Betty
Bushart; Miss Spencer, Jo Ann
Ellis; Wallace Woods, Sidney
Bard. The extras are Tom Mc-
Knight, Hubert Stone, Ann Mc-
Dade, Anne Latta, R,ebbecca Har-
din, Cissy Murphy, Carmen Pigue,
Sue Easley Betsy Whitesell, Joy-
ce Fields, Janice Wheeler and
Jerry Atkins.
JERRY JONES IS
COLONEL OF WEEK
Jerry' Jones, University of
Kentucky student .from Fulton,
was chosen last Friday as "Col-
onel of the Week," honoraiy title
conferred each week on an out-
standing U. K. student' for
achievements in scholarship and
campus leadership.
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam J. Jones, 314 Paschall
street, Fulton, was elected presi-dent of the Student Government
Association in a campus election
held earlier this month. He serv-
ed two terms as a representative
in the school's governing body be-
fore being elected to his present
post.
A fourth-year student, in the
U. K. College of Law, he is a
member of the U. K. chapter of
Phi Delta Phi, international le-
gal fraternity, and the U. K. Vet-
erans' Club.
'MOTOR BIKES NOW
ILLEGAL FOR BOYS
Homer Weatherspoon, secre-
tary of the Fulton Cooperative
announces that local *Freers may
ship their 1950 woo -clip to the
Kentucky Wool Growers Associa-
tion at Lexington, Kentucky
again this year by bringing their
wool to Browder's Warehouse in
'Fulton between 7:00 ,a. m. and
12:00 noon on May 23. The wool
will be weighed by Roy D. Tay-
lor and a representative of the
State Association will pay farm-
ers .33 per pound at the time of
delivery. A final payment will be
made when the wool' has been
graded ancysold about December
first.
Wool sacks and paper twine
may be obtained at the Paul Nail-
ling Implement Company in Ful-
ton or the Production Credit Of-
fice in Hickman.
/After July 31, 1950 it will be
illegal for any one under 15 years
of age to opelate a motor bike or
motor scOater in Kentucky. This
was pointed out by Paul Boyd,
supervisor of Operators License
Section, Department of Revenue
in calling attention to changes in
Kentucky's motor vehicle opera-
tors licenses laws made by the
1950 session of the Legislature.
The former provision for a
special license to operate motor
lailse_s and scooters by those under
16 years of age has been repealed-
Those over 16 may obtain a regu-
lar operators license, good for
operating any motor vehicle.
Another major change in the
operators license law was the
elimination of the free extension
privilege for licenses of military
personnel. This was also repealed
by the 1950 Legislature when the
war emergency was declared end-
ed as far as the Commonwealth
of Kentucky is concerned.
retary, this week.
Mr. Homra returned to Fulton
Monday from a State Fair meet-ing in Louisville 'last weekend,
and announced that the# "Home-
coming" theme would be theprincipal rallying-cry of all ma-
,or events throughout the Statethis year.
L'
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Williams an-
nounce the birth of a seven
pound two ounce baby girl born
April 24 at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reams an-
nounce the birth of a six pound,
five ounce son born April 24 at
Jones Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Dunn an-
nounce the birth of an eight and
one half pound son, David Allen,
born April 23 at Haws Hospital.
NEW
ARRIVALS
DEPARTMENT
Censuairker
(Continued from page One)
much of everything. I havea hard
time with the cooking. The bis-
cuits! I do not make the biscuits
in -the right way. They always
come out of the oven so rough on
the top. I do not make them so
smooth the way they shottld be,,
HOMECOMING THEME
WILL BE STRESSED
"My Old Kentucky Home-
coming" . . . a phrase coined to
unite Kentuckians in a stirring
year-long rally to attract old set-
tlers, tourists and visitors to the
State in 1950, will also be a prin-
cipal theme in this year's West
Kentucky-Tennessee Fair in Ful-
ton announced Foad Homra, sec-
IT'S SCREEN TIME
SCREEN WIRE
• ALUMINUM • BRONZE
• LUMITE • GALVANIZED
SCREEN - 0 - MATI6
The Screen that appears when the window is
, raised, and disappears when the window
is closed.
SCREEN DOORS
All Sizes and Kinds
Priced From
$5.15
1
ARI
_ LUMBER COMPANY -
-
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANYTHING
SOT WALNUT ST PHONE 96 FULTON 10
but my husband says I'll learn."
Yes, Blanka, we know you'll
learn and vie know what a good
American you'll always be.
I've .tried to tell you abot4 a
few of the people a census triter
enumer..es and of the saddness
I felt when the last,form was 'Hi-
ed because I knew that I wouldn't
be seeing people every day .ind
probably some of those I en Lna-
erated I shan't recognize if I meet
them on the street. So, if you are
one of those people and vou
recognize me—just wave aryl if
you don't know my name just ;ay
hello! Census Taker! and it
make me happy.
Jim Collins Improvinc
After Injury Tuesday
Jimmy Collins, 20, employe- af
the Construction Department of
the Kentucky Utilities Co., nar-
rowly escaped death Tuesday
morning about 10 when he came
'It contr:ct with a ground wire.
He wa, knocked unconscious,
md wan taken to the Fulton Hos-
pital in a Whitnel ambulance
where he regained consciousness
a few minutes later. His inju ies
are not thought to be serious. He
suffered a slight burn on ite
finger.
Collins was working with the
Fulton line crew and contact
tho r.round wire on West State
L!ne. W. T. Hinkle is the arn
••*ew foreman.
the son of Mr. ano.
Earl Collins of Fulton.
J1mpoi'It iii
Chances in
ILLINOIS CENTRAL TRAIN SCHEDULES
Effective Sunday, April 30th
Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville,
Memphis, New Orleans
No. 3 No. 101 No. 15 No. 6 No. 16 No.4-104
6:30 pm 
 
12:20 am Lv. Chicago . Ar. 845 am 
 
8,15 am
 
 1 41151 ap : 
 
Lv... St. Louis . Ar. 7.45 am 7:45 am 
 Lv. Louisville Ar. 
Lv. Paducah . Ar. 
5140 am 6:10 pm 2:20 pm Lv.. / . Ar. 1.20 am 1:45 am 10720 
am
5:20_ am St.55 pm 205 pm Ar. .I Fulton •1 . Lv. 1:30 am 200 am 10:35 pm
1201 am
3.30 am 8150 pm 5:40 pm Ar. i, m
 k. Iv. 11:00 pm 1105 pm 7:30 pm9245,10 op: 
 3:50 am Ar. 
 9:30 pm Lv.
. Jacmkps: It': 107:7 510 p : 
7,15 pm 
 
11:30 am Ar. New Orleans Lv. 4.15 pm 
Thor' will bo other minor adjustments in schedules,
for complete information sou your local agent or phone
78
ILLINOIS OF CENTRAL
MAIN LINE
SEE US FOR YOUR - - - -
SEEDS for Spring Planting
Red Top, Timothy, Rye Grass, Fescue, Ladino Clover, WriteDutch, Red Clover, Sweet Clover; Spring Oats; Korean Jap,Kobe, Sericea, etc.
SOYBEANS: McCoupin, S-104), Ogden, Arksoys, Black TarheeI
and Virginia Browns.
HYBRID SEED CORN: Edward J. Funk and Sons, Funk's G
and Broadbent hybrids.
THE EZEE-FLOW LIME & FERTILIZER SPREADER is thebest we eveekave seen. It is GUARANTEED to spread ANYkind, ANY -amount, in ANY condition. Phone 651 for A FREEDEMONSTRATION ON YOUR FARM, NOW!
We are ageftts for the - - -
TRYCO_ALL-PURPOSE CROP SPRAYER
We Sell
SURGE MILKERS
Installed and in operation
in three hears.
All kinds of
GARDEN SEEDS
Bulk or package. New pack'
Authorized dealers for
HANNA'S PAINTS
See us for your farm and
home needs. flood sleeks.
All Kinds Of
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with melanges.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We hare a good supply ef Barb Wire
Fencing and Metal Itoof;,:g.
.A. C. BUTTS 8c
Groceries --- Feedr, - f").Z1t.tT1
Phones 602 -- 603
DELIVERY OF BASS
AND QUAIL DELAYED
The bass and quail stock for
distribution in Kentucky fields
and ponds has been delayed, like
everything else, by the lateness
of spring weather, the Division of
Game and Fish announced today.
This announcement was made to
Build up YOUR SOIL with
FOUR LEAF
ROCK PHOSPHATE
Particks so finely ground
they Look like face powder
. feed each tiny root hair
with nature's richest source
of natural phosphate.
3.4. It costs little or no more to
- get the finely powdered rock;
just insist on the FOUR LEAF
brand for quick results.
PMA Payments for Its Use!
Write Thomson Phorphat• Company,
407 South Dearbnrn '1., Chicago 5, III.
Or set your loco!
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
SEED COMPANY
L'ayee, Ky. Phone 17
inform those who are to receive
the chicks and fry to be patient
and starlit-by tor deliveries.
The first quail eggs are ex-
pecteid next week, the Divisio8
claims, and since it takes about
22 or 23 days for the eggs to hatch
no young quail are anticipated
until well after the middle of
May.
Theb 
and Williamsburg have
ood bass in hatcheries at
Glasgow
been 
di 
owed down also by the
cool weather. Already, the Fish-
eries Department says, some bass
nests have been lost, but so far,
none of the bass have spawned.
A few warm days, the Division
claims, prompts the mother bass
to make her nest, but then with
the return of cold water she
abandons it. The bass are ready
to spawn as soon as the water
gets warm enough, which may
be expected in the next few days.
More than 3,000 pond owners
have received about 900,000 blue-
gill breatn for their ponds and
are now awaiting the second
round of deliveries when the bass
will be distributed. The Fisheries
Department emphasizes that
these pond owners who have re-
cevied bream should be on hand
to pick up their bass, since only
one delivery will be made. Pond
owners will be notifiad when the
bass are to be deliveted and they
are urged to be rompt to meet
the truck for thei; delivery will
time and place of delivery will
be given each owner. The first
deliveries will be made in the
KY. CERTIFIED SEED
CORN Viti,4$ 00
Per
Bushel
DEALERS in FULTON, CAYCE, HICKMAN AND
RIVES, TENN. (PHONE 2411)
—OR BUY DIRECT FROM—
Charles E. Wright Route 1, Fulton, Ky.t Middle Road) Pnone 1093-.1
ittir,Nr/
FARMERS!
If you need any of the following items it will
pay you to visit
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
Seed Company .
Cayce, Kentucky
* * *
SOY BEAN SEED
S-100
BANANA
OGDEN
* * *
SEED CORN
PFISTER
BROADBENT'
CHARLES WRIGHT'S U. S. 13
* * *
HAVE a complete line of
WAYNE FEEDS'
FERTILIZER
THOMS01.4 four-leaf powdered rock
phosphate
* * *
,`VE SPECIALIZE IN SEED CLEANING
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
Dairy Barn Needs Planned Wiring
• • • « • * *
Here Are Hints ow Speeding Up Farm Chores
Friday, April 28, 1950
THE DAIRY BARN
S. noun.. YAWN UMW{ TO WWI LIONTI CIRCUITS
3 - TO AM,. IMANGN MONTI TO MVO CONVINIINGS
moult onto AND M. 1100•13, AL30 IAN WRIT
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WHAT THE
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Sr swap, wnti mor LIONT
Designed, Wired and Equipped for Top Dairy Operations
•
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Dairy farming is one of agriculture's
hardest, as well as one of its most
profitable operations. Its many and
varied chores can not be rushed with-
out upsetting the desired objective—
the production of high quality milk.
To help speed up the performance of
these chores, and at the same time
put them on a less time and labor
consuming basis represents a big chal-
lenge. Much, however, has been done
to assist dairymen—and more will be
accomplished later—through the use
of electrical equipment and properly
designed buildings.
The above sketch will provide some
Idea of the progress being made. For
here we see a dairy barn wkich is
adequately wired, equipped, lighted
and planned for top efficiency. Also,
shown is information on the number
of electrical circuits needed, size of
wire and a key to the symbols ap-
pearing on the floor plans. Provisions
have been made for milking electri-
cally, thereby reducing by half the
amount of time usually spent in hand
milking. An electric barn cleaner does
In a few minutes what used to take
an hour or more. Also illustrated is a
ventilation- system to remove exces-
sive moisture from the stanchion part
of the barn.
The building is equipped with •
pressure system to provide water for
various purposes, including individual
drinking cups and the milk house.
Convenience outlets are found in sevl
eral places for the use of clippers,
immersion heaters and heat lamps,
etc. The milk house is equipped with
an electric milk cooler, hot water
heater, sterilizer and space heater.
A feature of the barn, shown, Is a
feed processing room, with connecting
overhead bins, feed grinder and mixer
for automatic handling of grain. The
silo is attached so that ensilage can
be unlinaded mechanically into carts
in a section of the feed room. Also
there is a 'hay curing system located
In the mow, with the fan powered by
a 5 horsepower motor.
Lighting outlets are shown located
every 12 feet along the center line of
the litter alley and one every 20 feet
on a center line in the feed alley. If
more light is desired, it is recom-
mended that a second line of lights
be located in the litter alley, with out-
lets placed over the hind quarters of
each row of cows. In order to protect
the service panel from frost and mois-
ture, it Is shown located an an inside
walL
Western part of the state. Deliv-
eries may be started in three or
four weeks.
More Nitrogen Gives
Bigger Grain Yields,
Extra Pasture and Hay
INCREASED use of nitrogen fer-
tilizer offers big opportunities for
producing higher yields of small
grains and more pasture and hay
crops, declared Prof. C. J. Chap-
man, extension agronomist of the
University of Wisconsin.
Prof. Chapman cautions, however,
that nitrogen will give its crop
boosting results only where the soil
has a solid foundation of minerals
built up by regular additions of
phosphate and potash fertilizers
and by a crop rotation that includes
well-fed, deep-rooted legumes.
Citing examples of small grains'
+response to nitrogen, where phos-
phate and potash are in good sup-
ply, Prof. Chapman reported that
500 pounds of 0-20-20 made a yield
of 56 bushels per acre on one farm.
But when 100 pounds of ammonium
nitrate was added, yields were
pushed up to over 91 bushels per
acre.
Chapman said it is profitable to
use some nitrogen on small grains
at seeding time, but liberal addi-
tions of phosphate-potash fertiliz-
ers are needed where seedlings of
clover and alfalfa are made. The
seedling legume plants make a vig-
orous start early in the growing
season and thus withstand competi-
tion from the heavy growth of straw
itue to the nitrogen.
DELICIOUS PIES
When your neighbors ask for
your party recipes, you're in!
Just tell them the recipe is to
buy them at UNDERWOOD'S.
All your favorites--and all de-
licious!
UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
?.07 Cointnercial Fulton
PHONE 126
Hickman Women Set
Homemakers Record
In a check-up of work done
during the first four months of
the year, Hickman county home-
makers had much to their credit,
said Home Agent Edwina Joneir
Forty-two pieces of furniture
were refinished, 85 .painted, 18
remodeled, 24 upholstered, 24
reseated and 47 slipcov,ered.
lEight-eight women were making
braided rugss,according to lesson
information.
In sewing, they estimated they
had saved about $1,500 in four
months by making 578 garments
at home and repairing and re-
modeling 1,980 of them.
Out. of about 100 °women re-
porting, 40 said they planned
meals one day in advance, while
seven planned meals weekly.
Two raw vegetablesPare included
in the daily menus of 50 women,
while 60 Women serve fruit or
juice at breakfast.
Dates Announced
For Dairy Shows
Dates have been announced for
seven district 4-H and F. F. A.
dairy cattle shows, financed with
state funds distributed through
Harry F. Walters, commissioner
of agriculture.
The shows will be held as fol-
lows: Purchase show, Aug. 14;
Bowling Green, Aug. 15; Camp-
bellsville, Aug. 16; Shelbyville,
Aug. 17; Flemingsburg, Aug. 18;
Williamstown, Aug. 21, and Som-
erset, Aug. 22.
True delicacy, as true generos-
ity, is more wounded by an act of
offence from itself, than to itself.
—Greville.
USED PARTS
USED CARS
General Motor and
Body Repair Work
WILSON'S GARAGE
Paschall St. (5Iartin Hi
-way)
PHONES: 1655, 1528
BARLOW INVITES ALL
TO JERSEY SHOW
r Elaborate preparations are be-
ing made by the Barlow Business I
Men's Club and the citizens of
Barlow for the Purchase Parish
Jersey Cattle Club Show here
Saturday, April 29th.
The show will be held on Main
Street in the down-town section
which will be roped off for the
occasion. A crowd of from two to
three thousand people is expect-
ed.
The Purchase Parish Jersey
Club has a program of nineteen
show ring classes set up for the
day. The people of West Ken-
tucky will have an opportunity
to see and inspect the finest pure
bred Jersey Cattle in .the State
and Nation.
Joe Page and Lee Crass, gen-
Iti fimme Flo
eral chairmen on preparations
and arrangements, advise that
, ninety six agricultural teachers
in the Jackson Purchase have
beers invited to bring their stud-
ents and Judging Teams to the
occasion. Committeees and citik
ens have been at - work for the
past week ironing out details and
making preparations to take care
of the,huge crowd expected.
That which refines character at
the same time humbles, exalts,
and commands a man, and obed-
ience gives him courage, devo-
tion, and attainment. — Mary
Baker Eddy
FHA LOANS
—See—
T. H. "Tom" Cowden
Phone 1597 Union City, Tenn.
PITTSBUR 
ZPROOFGH
HOUSE PMNT
PITTSBURG"
L,i,r.411t 1151/1111221••
tram,
PIN
Smoke or Gas won't discolor it,
because It's Fume-Proof
Pittsburgh's new Fume-Proof, Sun-
Proof House Paint produces a film of
unusual whiteness that really stays
white! Coal smoke or industrial fumes
will not darken or discolor it. It's self-
cleaning, too—removes surface dirt.
Fifteen durable colors.
FREE — "Color Dyneanda for yew Home booklor.
FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY
•
Paints — Glass — Wall Pappers
11(.11 STREET PHONE 4119
... GET THE GREAT NEW NO-NOX—
DESI6NED FOR TODAY POWERFUL NEW ENGINES
GREAT FOR NEW CARS!
• Gulf scientists worked hand-in-hand with leading automotive
. engineers to bring you this great new gasoline—designed to
give peak performance in today's powerful new engines! With
the new No-Nox, you'll get whisper-smooth power—thrilling
p'-k-up—quick, safe passing—and unexcelled mileage!
GREAT FOR OLDER CARS!
• The new No-Nox actually gives smooth new vigor, new pep,
and stops knocks in older cars too—even many with heavily
carboned engines! If you want to get the very best out of
your present car—jack-rabbit starts—surging hill power—and
plenty of miles per gallon—fill un with the new No-Nox today/
Get Gulf's greatest gasoline—terrific power in every drop!
(Good Gulf—our famous "regular" gasoline—Os now better than ever, tool)
 rannent 
H. D. STAN FIELD, Distributor
Fulton, Ky. Phone 923
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and I depends on him.
So many mean things going on
and to make thing's better, stay
on bended knees. Do you know
something the Lord tries us..Do
you know at one time the Lord
tried Abraham to offer his only
son and the Lord seen that he
was going to do what he told him
so he rush an angle to him and
told him to stay his hand, there
I is a ram in the bush; get him.
Joyce 
I If you do what the Lord say you
.will come out alright so be of
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittan- good cheer. God is in the plan.
don and baby, Susan Lynn, of 
Mayfield were the Friday night
supper guests of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Emerson. -
Mr. and Mrs. Rube Stanfield
visited their daughter, Mrs. Vir-
ginia Owen and family Sunday.
The Polit Oak Homemakers
presented a play at the Pilot Oak
school building Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House, Mr.
and Mrs. B. Vaughan and fam-
ily, Harry -Yates and Joyce Tay-
lor attended the play from this
vicinity.
Miss Constance Janes was the
Saturday night and Sunday
guest of Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Tay-
lor and Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Raines have
returned to their home in Pilot
Oak from Akron, Ohio, where
they spent the winter with their I
son and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.
Guedry Raines.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Brann
visited his brother and wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Willis Brann e Sunday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey at-
tended a singing convention at
Hazel Sunday. -
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor, Joy-
ce and Miss Constance Jones at-
tended preaching service at
Poyner's Chapel Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Hicks were
the Sunday afternoon guests of
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Starks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates were
the Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Starks.
Mrs. Jennie Rawls of Martin
spent a few days with her broth-
er, W. W. Brann and Mrs. Brann
the first of the week.
Shirley Wiggins spent the
weekend with Lynda Jones of Tri
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon McBee of
Murray visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Quitman Casey Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Yates and
family of Mayfield called on Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Yates awhile
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. House visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Finley Sun-
day.
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Taylor
.ippi Plantation Life:
The Writings Of
Mattie Dear
I thank the Lord. Jesus I am
yet _alive. My health is fine. I
made my way to Lacus Grove
M. B. C. pastered by the Rev.
Helem. Had good service. Sub- I
ject of his text was "Redeeming I
Time" and he sure did something
about therui. time. He sure is a
good preacher.
They had 3 men and 3 women.
The women raised $4.05 and the I
men only raised $3.00. Men al-
ways has been to slow. If you
want anything done and done i
right just turn it over to women. I
They are fine things. I don't know
what to say about men but I I
will say we women can't do with-
out them because the Lord made I
us for them. They are worrisome !
but we can't do without them. I
We had a storm Tuesday night
here but the Lord sure taken care
of me and as long as I got as I
got the sense that I'm got now I
Flown,. driven wheels,
power driven reel, power
driven sharpener. pos-
itive action clutch. all
controls on handle at
opera. $ fingertips.
Especially designed to meet the home
owner's needs with plenty of power
in the Briggs et Stratton four -cycle
engine The Rocket is noted for care-
free maintenance and perfect perform-
ance.
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
COMPLETE LINE ECLIPSE
MOWERS PRICED FROM
DOUBLE
THRILL
Cartoon - Comedy
A Western That's Different
'RIM FIRE'
Action P-L-C-S
James
Milligan
with
Mary Beth
Hughes
Swing Monkey Swing
CARTOON
Leon Errol Comedy
comimmemememom
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
The hit you're waited
for
'You% relnelnbet
NAvalich
I019 as you
club 4V-0-1
D01110 
0'01010R
Pstaitia Mediu 
• 
lass Pitts
tallias • labn 
lactakin
ear
20"
CUT
$99.50 UP
WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY
207 East tth Fulton Phone 169
Mr. and Mrs. Burrice Phelps of I
Los Angeles, Calif., arrived at
the home of his brother, Auzzie
Bbelps, Wednesday afternoon for
a few days visit. They stopped for
a visit with Roy Walker in New
Mexico and went by Tampa, Fla.,
where they visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Bobier and Mrs.
Raily Bushart. They are enroute
to Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Burrice Phelps,
Mr. and Mrs. Banaird Bostick
and Ricky and Mrs. Lillie Bostick
were Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. J. Bennett.
Several from here attended the
funeral of Mrs. Mollie Barkley at
Mt. Moriah Church at Croley
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter„- Lewis
visited in Clinton Sunday after-
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Kimbro, Mrs. Hamp Clapp and
children.
Mrs. Vera Byrd and Mrs. Bill
Haynes visited Oscar Weather-
spoon last Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Auzzie Phelps had
as their Wednesday night guests:
Mr. and Mrs. Art Brawner and
Beverly, Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
England, Mr. and Mrs. David
Phelps and Mrs. Lillie Bostick.
Mrs. Fanny Ward of East
Prairie, Mo., arrived Friday at
the home of her uncles, Oscar and
Will Weatherspoon. Oscar con-
tinues very sick.
Miss Martha Stephens spent
Saturday afternoon with Miss
Bettie White.
Mrs. Sol Hancock spent Friday
with Mrs. Mary Fite in Clinton.
Lynda and Richard White
spent Saturday and Sunday with
their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence White.
This community was saddened
by the passing away of Mrs. Mat-
tie Marehman. She had made her
„home here for the past Several
years with her sister, Mrs.- Mattie
Guyn. Several from here attend-
ed the funeral and burial at
Rock Springs Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Tarver, Mr.
Friday, April 28,-1950 The Fulton bounty News, Fulton, Kentucky
Wesley News \and Mrs. L. K. Moore and daugh-ter were callers in the.Rev. R. C.
Mrs. W. E. McMorries 'Wall home Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Frances Binford, Janice,
Joyce and Julie were Monday af-
ternoon callers of Mrs. Sue
Hicks.
M. and Mrs. Art Brawner and
daughter returned to their home
in Kansas City after a visit with
her mother. Mrs. Lillie Bostick
and other relatives.
Mrs. Leon Wright spent sever-
al days this past week with her
daughter, Mrs..Hamp Clapp and
family. Little Bill Clapp, who has
been ill for the past two week., is
better at this writing.
at Cayce and have many friends I will always serve him:He is so
In this community and in Cayce. goad to me. He is a good husband
They are moving back to Louis- I for me
ville because of their daughter's
health.
Rev. Byron Bishop and Hill-
man Collier spent Monday in
Gleason, Tenn., on business.
Mrs. Hillman Collier spent
Saturday morning with her par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Bowers,
who are ill.
West State Line
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
There was a large crowd at th,
Mission on Saturday evening
and Sunday afternoon. Rev. Earl
Baird, pastor, brought both mes-
sages.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
children spent Sunday in Fulton.
Little Mary Elizabeth Ander-
son has been ill of virus .pneu-
monia hut is improving at this
writing. .
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Gam-
bill spent Monday in Mayfield on
business.
Mrs. J. C. Olive and son, Sher-
rell and mother, Mrs. Lester
Brown spent the weekend in St.
Louis with relatives.
. Mr. and Mrs. 011ie McClain and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo
Moore and daughter, Linda mov-
ed from West State Line to Wa-
ter Valley. .
J. C. Olive is on the sick list.
. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
attended church at Cayce Sun-
day morning and Sunday evening
and the Mission in the afternoon.
Several of our children with
their parents attended the parade
in Union City Monday after-
noon.
Friends of Rev. and Mrs. C. E.
Jones and children et Cayce will
be sorry to know that they are
moving to Louisville this week.
Rev. and Mrs. Jones are pastors
'of the Assembly of God Church
Most Complete Stock
442 Lake Street
Its West Kentucky—
$239 size!
$239 style!
$239 features!
New Full-width Freezer! Holds 27 
pounds of frozen food!
Freezes 14 ice cubes at once! Roomy 
freezer drawer for
storing extra frozen food or ice cub
es.
New Full-length Coldl 4 full-width
 shelves with plenty of
room in between. Automatic 
interior light. Thirteen tem-
perature settings. Streamlined, fu
ll-length Therma-Door
can't warp or buckle. New, 
balloon-type gasket prevents
cold "leaks." Quiet, Penny-Pinc
her Power Unit backed
by Admiral's 5-Year Prote
ctx Plan.
Admiral
Bennett Electric
FULTON ELKIRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100 Ernest Lowe, Mgr. Fulton, Ky.
New Location . . . 217 East Fourth Street
PROTECT THE BEAUTY
OF YOUR HOME WITH
QUALITY WINDOW SCREENING
"I !"T STAIN
NEVER NEEDS
PAINTING
woto
• - •Isiit4G
ouRge'e°
worri itusl
Erisl 
AVAILABLE IN
STANDARD WIDTHS
FINEST!.
.i.,(1.:koyEuEsTROOMS
4.0,00o,o0  moos
voth
J0.ornmed c,
G.00d Ifousekwaing
"he modern
miracle wall finish
•
AVALOM
t'itir IN 1 ,v . 
". 
10
'4t cOAr c-ovE--.10 MOST S-
$2.00
Gal.
Now! Save! Price Reduced on Lumite
PLASTIC SCREENING:
24-in. wide, Reg. 24c linear foot: CLOSEOUT PRICE 12c foot
26-in. wide, Req. 26c linear foot; CLOSEOUT PRICE 13c foot
28 28c 14c
30 30c 15c
32 32c 16c
36 36c 18c
42 42c 21c
48 48c 24c
PAY LESS FOR THE BEST!
Have Everything:
13autti , 136A, audit',
MORE FOR YO" ro P."•'"'".
SilkPi/IfY FM-AM PLASTIC TABLE MODEL
It's Sonora's table model masterpiece—modern radio at its finest!
Here's everything you can ask for—glorious FM reception with
all the glowing natural tone of the actual studio performance—
free from static and station interference ... powerful AM broad-
cast reception with all the beauty of "Clear ass Bell" tone. Latest
Superhet circuit; heavy-duty dynamic speaker; variable tone con-
trol; built-in AM antenna and FM antenna provision; automatic
volume control; giant full-vision dial. If there were Academy
Awards for cabinet beauty, this plastic masterpiece would get the
"Oscar!" Here's the unchallenged value for dependable quality,
for genuine FM reception and complete radio enjoyment. In
beautiful Mahogany plastic cabinet. Model No. WEU-
Black $63.95
Ivory Plastic 66.95
General Mills
TrwAleat Iron
Req. $12.59
NOW $10.95 _
THIS WEEK'S
HIT PARADE
ON RECORDS:
I. If I knew you were ems.
ing.
2. Music, Music, Music.
3. It Isn't fa r.
4. Third man therr
5. Deane.
6. Chattanoogle
Boy.
7. My Foolish reart.
R. K'eter CoVentall.
1.140
10. Sentimental Mr
.......portauat to everybody.
TWO FARM YOUTH CONTESTS ANNOUNCED
BY COURIER-JOURNAL; $315 PRIZE GIVEN
Two farm youth contests in the
farm-incentive program sponsor-
ed by The Courier - Journal, The
Louisville Times aad Radio Sta-
tion WHAS were announced last
weak. Both offer $325 in prizes.
They are the 195b State 4-H
Club Achievement Contest in
Home Economics and Agriculture
and the 1950 Kentucky Future
Farmers of America Contest..,..
In addition IS cash prizes, the
four highest scoring 4-H girls„
four highest scoring 4-H, boys
and the F. F. A. grand prize win
ner and district champions will
also be given a trip to Louisville,'
.1
Accurate. . . .
WORKMANSHIP
.... At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately
Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
GO-
-on a friendly visit ,
—totheblossomfestivals!
—on a Spring vacation.
—Ioracarefreeweekend!
...adventuring in the
big city!
—with the gang—oil
'bartered bus,
...where the sales arn-.
So business trips!
—to big league
baseball games.
...exploring in national
tnnzed. pre-
ttrta to'unrs!
ius
all-expense paid, for the annual
Farm Awards Luncheon early in
1951.
Winners of the 4-H Contest
are selected on a basis of projects
completed, leadreships and activi-
ties. Record books on projects
carried in 1950 and previous
Years, a narrative report and a
complete record of accomplish-
ments must be turned in at dis-
trict meetings,,in October, 1950.
Every F. F. A. contestant must
submit a summary of his accom-
plishments, project summaries
and photographs before Novem-
ber 1, 1950. •
Circurars for the 4-H Contest
are being sent to home demon-
stration agents and county
agents. State vocational agricul-
ture teachera will receive. circu-
lars for the F. F. A. contest.
Further information may also be
obtained by_ writing the promo-
tion department, Courier-Journal
& Times, Louisville, Kentucky.
Already .announced is the F. F.A. Soil Conservaton Contest. De-
Ride in relaxed cootert,en convenient schednISS
at the season's met smacuiu savings'
• When Springtime flashes its greenGO signal, then Ws time to get outand get going—by Greyboand! Ridein deep-cushioned" easy chairs—re-laxed and free from driving strainand parking problems. Save an amaz-ing amount of money—on the lowestfares in nationwide travel!
SAYE OM EVERY
‘1' iroit
kliami, Fla.
Vashington, D.
-;ew Orleans
cago, Ill.
t. Louis, Mo.
Ii A. Carr Ph It
NILE 11TH FARES LIKE THESE
One Way Round Trip
$11.30 $20.35
18.05 ,32.50
C. 15.05 27.10
9.00 16.20
7.75 13.95
3.80 6.85
(U. S. tax extra)
RE yiH410 U,N D
Your Car Weeds a
Spring Took, to
GET A
NNYTOR
NNE-UP
FIL
 4'°74:;/)/Get new car pep and power after sluggish Win-
,
,.."
ter driving with a guaranteed and complete mo_1 tor tune-up! kactory methods ... skilled mech-anics!
"SUN" MOTOR TESTING EQUIPMENT fora SCIENTIFIC analysis, takes the guessworkout of tuning a motor. Our wheel balancingnu.chine will save tire wear and cupping.
It :re equipped to do any job up to a complete motor overe can also replace your present motor with a new one't• -, 'he factory. OUR EXPERIENCED, DEPENDABLEMECHANICS are your guarantee of satisfaction.
`' YE A FEW CLEAN RECONDITIONED
-ED-CARS. SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY!
KING MOTOR Co.
S -tea—CHRYSLER - PLY MOUTH—Serzice
Carr Street Phone 1267 Fulton, Ky.
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
tails of this competition may also
be obtained from vocational
agriculture teachers. Two other
soil conservation contests are to
be announced later.
These contests are among five
in the farm-incentive program of
the newspapers and radio station.
In 1949 this program again won a
commendation for public rela-
tions and community service in
a national contest.
UK SUMMER SCHOOL
STARTS ON JUNE 19
The University of Kentucky's1950 summer session of eight
weeks, June 19 to August 12, willinclude a complete schedule of
undefgraduate and ' graduate
courses in all colleges exceptPharmacy, Dr. Maurice F. Seay,dean of the University, announc-
ed last week.
Besides its regularly schedul-
ed courses, the College of Educa-tion will offer a series of short
workshops and conferences.
Other courses of interest toteachers include band and string
clinics to be offered in the De-partment of Music, and a speech
correction clinic in the Depart-
ment of Phychology.
Another highlight of the Uni-
versity's approaching summer
session will be the annual Fam-ily Life Institute, to be conduct-
ed this year by Dr. Reuben Hill
of the University of North Caro-lina. This is scheduled for July18-20.
In addition to the complete
academic schedule, a full pro-gram of recreational activities
will be offered. Already planned
are weekly outdoor movies and
concerts conducted tours toBluegrass horse farms and other
nearby points of interest, and a
variety of team and individual
sports. The University's Memor-ial Coliseum swimming pool also
will be open during the summer
session.
Ample dormitory space for both
men and women students will be
available, and the University will
maintain adequate dining 
_faciliz__ties.all during the;summer term.Summer session bulletins con-taining complete class schedules
may be obtained now from the ,University register..
Fulton Route Three !
Mrs. C. E. Williams II
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stephens '
and family attended a surprisebirthday dinner in Union City atthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Will D.McClar. Mr. Elder Stephens washonored with the dinner._
Mrs. Robert Irvan, Miss BettieRidgeway and Carl Kindred at-tended the ball game in 'FultonSunday.
The regular fourth Sunday ser-
vices were held at Old Bethel
and Mt. Moriah Sunday.
Pfc. Elwyn Maurice Coffman is
now stationed in Guam and is
working as engine specialist onB-29 bombers. He says the weath-er is very warm but the nightsare cool. He is feeling fine.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. King andMr. and 'Mrs. Doll Phillips visit-ed Mr. and Mrs: Acie PhillipsSunday afternoon.
We hear E. M. Coffman hasbeen spending some happy hours
with the paint brush this pastweek.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples ofMemphis spent Friday night andSaturday with Mr. and Mrs. C. E.Williams.
Frank Parrish attended the ballgame in Fulton Sunday after-
noon. 
•
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stephens,Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Williams andKara were in Clinton Monday af-ternoon.
Mrs. Betty Williams visitedMrs. Minnie Pigue in Water Val-ley Sunday night and Monday.Mrs. Pigue .has been quite ill butis better at this writing.
with the various functions of
your local county health unit's
staff - what the individual mem-bers do and why.
There is no Hooper rating in
newspapers - as there is in radio
- to tell us whether or not you
are interested in what we have to
say, so please write in and tell
Justlidress your letters to the
us. •
Fulton County Department of
Health, Hickman, Kentucky.
We want to know you better
and we want you to know us,too.
JOHN CAMPBELL IN
CLEANING SCHOOL -`
Mr. John J. Campbell, Asst.Manager of the Parilian Laun-dry-Cleaners, Fulton, Kentuckyis now attending a twelve-week1 drycleaning course at the Nation-
al Institute of Cleaning and Dye-ing, Silver Spring, Maryland. TheInstitute is the national trade
association for the dryscleaningindustry.
Mr. Campbell is a member ofthe 74th class to take the inten-Isive course of training.
, The three-month course givesthe students theoretical and prac-tical experience in every phase
 
 of the cleaning and dyeing busi-
ness.i
PUBLIC HEALTH j....., Route Three Chats
TOPICS
This is the first of a series of
columns which will appear week-
ly in this paper thanks to the co:.
operation of the editor.
In this space we intend to dis-
cuss our local public health pro-blems as they affect us in ourdaily lives.
We want this column to beyour column. Therefore, we will
welcome suggestions. You know
what you would like to have dis-
cussed. You know - better than
anyone-else- - Pro-blems are. Maybe it's cancer con-
trol, maybe it's maternal and
child care, but whatever it is we
want to know about it.
It is only through the coopera-
tion of The whole .0-community,that your local county health
unit can give you the utmost in
service. We must all work to-
gether if we want Fulton County
' to have the finest possible pub-lic health program.
The first few columns will ser-
ve to make you better acquainted
ricif irAik .
••••••
Tour daily share
Of vitamin D
Is found in milk
bP•rts acre..
,.0 /veep IV ncriberireotir mosE 13,14Sil Au7NOY ZORAI
WILL CuRE YOOR ILLS
 
 made in all
surrounding
and Counties In
any amount up to
1300 on Furniture.
Automobile, yve-
stook, Comeer.
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— Mrs. Jack Foster
I Mrs. Cloy Yaotes gave her son.I Charles' girl friend, Martha„Jean
' Warren of Cuba a big birthday
'super Thursday night.
Mrs. Oria Foster is keeping
, busy now with 100 little chick-
ens.
1 Mr. and Mrs..,Jack Foster and
'Lanetta spent Friday night withMr. and Mrs. A. D. Johnson ofCuba.
Mrs. Jack 011ie and Danniespent Friday with Mrs. Elzo
, Lowery.
Mr. ancl "Mrs. Pete Foster, Mrs.Marion Jones and Jimmy visitedMr. and Mrs. Elzo Foster, Aunt1Becky Foster and Aunt Gooden!awhile Sunday afternoon. ,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Webb
visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fosterand Lanetta Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Hedge andchildren visited Mr. and Mrs.Pete Foster awhile Sunday night.Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Butler,Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jones Brannand David went fishing .Sunday.Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
.anetta visited Mr. and Mrs.
itiert)ly latance
RC:0516,0RA%
iii Walnut Street Phone 11.52
"Fulton's FRIENDLY Lc.. Service"
VP rq
DUPE
miLK CO.
c)tad6 A
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED,
PURE MILK CO.
SERVICE AND QUALITY
PHONE 813!
Dean Williams, La Dean andRonnie awhile Sunday night.Little Ronnie sure is improvingfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Alline Taylorhave a new refrigerator.
Mr. and Mrs. Elzo Lowery at-tended church at Cane CreekSunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
and Larry visited Mrs. Willie LouBrann Sunday.
Mrs. Mose Pue is getting a-long fine. She went hack iF'ridayfor a check-up.
Mrs. Tura Weems is still doingfine. She planted some in hergarden last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Croft visited Mr.and Mrs. Elzo Lowery Monday
afternoon.
Pete Foster and Jack Fosterthing they are pretty smart.Thy finished plowing Fridayafternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Foster, Pauland Rodger attended the show inFulton Saturday night and Sun-day.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wright andMr. and Mrs. Therine Jones visit-
Friday, April 28, 1950
Mr. and Mrs. Therine Jones viz-
Mr. and Mrs. Burn& Lowery
attended the play at Pilot Oak
Friday night.
A deceit or falsehood is never
wise. Too much cannot be done
towards guarding and guiding
well- the germinating and inclin-ing thuoght of childhood—MaryBaker Eddy.
the intrests of childhood and
are the interests of mankind —Janes.
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone 807-R
or ('all 70
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.
WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street
Ann 14'hitnel Ralph BreedenLicensed Funeral Director Apprentice Funeral DirectorP. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, ma
.
ICED WINES
WHISKEY
RUM GIN
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street 
-Buck Bualiart- Fulton
51450#046#r SERV/a
$(46044061/r 64.501/NE
Drive in to your Ashland dealer now
and get your cqr all set to beat the
heat that's coming soon. Get Ashland
7-paint SEASON-RIGHT service and
Ashland Flying Octanes, the SEASON-
RIGHT catalytic gasoline whose high-
octane quality gives added power and
smoother, all-around performance.
ASHLAP+11 OIL 8, F'EFINING COMPANY
nr-a)
John Frankum Earle Mulcahy 1 Wm. Nicholas I H. J. Easley\1:ijn at Church' Fulton 
—Fulton— Jun:tion 51 & 94 North ' W. State Line, Fulton
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McCONNEI.I.
Practically every seat at the
Church of Christ was filled Sun-
daylnorning to hear the wonder-
ful message delivered by Brother
Newman Leonard of Henderson,
Tennessee Brother Leonard is
the. Pastor of the McConnell
Church of Christ. Services are
held each Sunday at 11:015 a. in,
and 7:30. The public is cordially
invited to attend these services.
There was a large attendance
at the Baptist Church Sunday
night to attend the regular
monthly singing services. Brother
Sanders of Paris, Tennessee is the
Pastor, of the Baptist Church anct.
ALIIxe'
THE MAYTAG
AUTOMATIC
WASHER
Set It Forget It.
Maytag close all
the work. Bee It
Lim Mrs firmstaw TIM smis today-
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Maln Fulton
preaching services are held the r
first and third Sundays of each
month. The public is invited to New Yarn Lampshade
attend these services.
We welcome Mr and Mrs. Sam
Welch and son, Donald Joe, for- !
merly of Martin-in our commun-
ity.
Several from here attended the
Ula Rawles sale at Ruthville last
week.
It was erroneously reported in
last week's news that Mrs. E. L.
Sandford had returned to her ,
home from the Baptist Hospital, '
Memphis. Mrs. Sandford was
supposed to have been dismissed
on Sunday, however, her conc:i-
bon became critical and she is
still hospitalized. Her many
friends wish for her a speedy re-
covery.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Morris and
family of Houston, Miss., and
Mrs. Raymond Fuchs of Milan,
Tenn. spent the wekend with Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe B. Overby
and family of Nashville, Tenn.
visited Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mc-
Cord and family this past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis McCord, Mr.
and Mrs. Herby McCord and
family of Union City spent Sun-
day with their parents, Mr. and
lilt
All New 1950
FRIGIDAIREoso "GI f:k Home
sliVlitiu Appliances
Come in! See them!
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
Walnut Street Fulton
To Prove You Can't Match a
FRIGIDAIRE
Master Model for 1950
Wherever you I've—whatever
the size of your family, kitchen
or budget—be sure to see the
new Frigidaire Refrigerators
for 1950. See the complete
line of sizes from 4 to 17 Cu. ft.
—see all the reasons why your
No. 1 choice is America's No. 1
Refrigerator, FRIGIDAIRE!
NEW gold-and-white"target"
latch and trim
NEW Super-Storage design
with full-length door on larger
models
NEW improved Meter-Miser
NEW shelves are all-alumi,
num and rust-proof
NEW split shelf allows room
for large, bulky items
NEW swing-down shelf for
butter, cheese, small Items
NEW all-porcelain Twin By.
drators that stack up
NEW all-porcelain Meat
Storage Tray
Come In, Get the facts about US&
all the new Frigidaire models for 19501
GRAHAM FURNITURE Co.
Walnut Street Fulton, Ky.
Any old lampshades In your at-
tic? You can make a smart new
lamp.shade from an old frame by
winding strands of yarn around
and, around. The material used
for this lampshade, to give a bril-
liant, lustrous effect, is a new all.
rayon yarn called Lusterspun.
And, anyone can make this lamp-
shade — no needlework skill is
needed! For the simple instruc-
tions, send a self-addressed
stamped envelope to the Women's
Editor of this Doper.
_
Mrs. H. E. McCord.
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Fowlkes
visited Mrs. J. A. Howard Sun-
day afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs: H. D. Scott visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Tom Scott Sun-
day.
Funeral services for Mr. Har-
ris Damron were held at the
I Baptist Church Sunday afternoon
with interment at the Camp
Ground Cemetery. Brother Sand-
ers, Pastor of the Church, Bro.
Walker and the Fulton American
Legion Post were in charge of the
services. Mr. Damron is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Ronie Damron,
a son, Gentry Damron and a
daughter, Mrs. Duncan of Mt.
Pella, also by brothers and a sis-
ter. At the time of his death, Mr.
Damron was residing ih the Lath-
am community, however, he had
resided in this vicinity for sever-
al years. We extend our deepest
sympathy to his family in their
loss.
ROCK SPRINGS
Nettie Lee Copelen
The homemakers met with
Mrs. Henry Sams Tuesday.
A household shower was given
Tuesday night in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Brown compli-
menting Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown.
Announcing
ASensationall/iW
HEARING
Smaller, Lighter, Finer
than the tiniest previous Beltone
At last.., electronic science brings
you a new better way to HEAR
AGAIN with amazing ease and clar-
ity! Try the wonderful new 1950
better-than-ever Beltone.
NEW! Super Comforts",„Tia.
lighter than the smallest Belton. al,
made before! Yet more powerful than
the previous larger Beltone!
NEW! High in Fidelity Beii crn we
lives you new clear tone for grater lis-
tening pleasure, better understanding.
NO BUTTON SNOWS IN EAR
—thanks to the Belton. Phantornold,
an utterly transparent, almost invisible
new device.
NEW FREE BOOK
Jest off the press!,Profusely
illustrated. Tells ell the a-
mazing facts about new
discoveries to help deaf
hear. Come in. phone or
mail coupon today for
ymir FREE copy.
NEW
1950
UONO-PAC Model "M"
One-Unit Haring Aid
FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mall us your battery orders
We pay postage
Write for home demonstration.
NO COST — NO OBLIGATION
0. A. Roland
ne, Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
• Please visit our new offices.
They received many nice gifts.
Mrs. Charlie Birown and Miss
Lily Sons spent Thursday after-
noon with Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Veatch and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
and girls and Mrs. Nora Copelen
ate a fish supper with Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green and Jimmy
Thursday night.
Mrs. Nora Copelen spent Sat-
urday afternoon with Mrs. May
Hardison and family.
Miss Lily Sons is spending this
week with Mrs. Charlie Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Cardwell,
Patsy and Luella spent awhile
Sunday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Pat Snow.
SUNDAY FIRE GUTS
UNION CITY STORE
FRU 5001< MAIL
A major fire of undetermined
origin resulted in a loss of some$100,000 in downtown Union City
last Sunday night.
The blaze gutttert The Ameri-
can Legion Hall on the second
floor and caused extensive wa-
ter and smoke damage to the
Grissom Hardware Company, its
storeroom, and the Army recruit-
ing station ,all located on the
main floor at the earner of sec-
ond and Washington streets.
The entire $45,000 stock of the
Grissom store was damaged by
dense smoke that hampered fire-
fighting operations during the
early morning hours that firemen
battled the blaze, and by water
poured onto the blazing structure.
There was little relatively
fire damage on the first floor,
but the entire second floor, occu-
pied by the Legion Hall, was a
mass of fire-blackened wreck-
age.
The blaze was the first major
fire in the business district since
the Timm's Furniture Co. fire
March 23, 1943.
Important records concerning
veterans were saved froni-the Le-
gion Hall offices, although all
Legion records and other mater-
ial was lost, officials declared.
Plans were underway by the
Legion to open a temporary ser-
vice office in the draft board of-
fice in the courthouse:-
Also, most of the records of the
Army recruiting service were un-
-
I Beltone Hearing Service I
3141/2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
1
 semi me FREE booklet that tells howl MOIsesz with NO BUTTON in my ear 
Name 
Address 
r"rn
State
iderstood to have been saved.The building, with an estimat-
ed overall value of $100,000, was
owned by the Legion and the
Grissom company, with the hard-
ware company owning the lower
half of the building on the east
side, which it occupies, and the
Legion owning the remainder, the
lower floor on the west side, oc-
cupied by the recruiting office
and the Grissom warehouse, and
the upper floor, occupied in its
entirely by the Legion Hall.
AL furnishings or the -1..egi'on
Hall were damaged extensively,.f
both by fire and water, and by
the collapse of the ceiling over
most 6f the upper story.
The Legion was understood -to
have insurance of $10,000 on its
portion of the building and $3,000
on contents of the Hall. Gerald
Grissom, proprietor of the hard-
ware company, said his stock was
valued at $45,000, mostly covered
by insurance. Fixtures in the
hardware store will be usable, al-
though they will require recon-
ditioning.
It is always good to know,
even only in passing, charming
human beings; it refreshes one
like flowers and woods and clear
brooks.—George Eliot.
Whenever education and re-
finement grow away from the
common people, they are grow-
ing toward selfishness, which k
the monster evil of the world.—
H. W. Beecher.
True delicacy, that rr.gst
beautiful heartleaf of humanity,
exhibits itself most significantly
in little things.—Mary Hewitt
HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
7 TELEPHONE 7
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
FINEST AMBULANCE
—MEMBER—
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL AWN.
Adult Funerals from $99.50
Refresh...
add zest
to the hour
shop refreshed
Ark for it either oray...kth
irdt-marki 'glean Mt saw tAteg.
DOMED UNDER AUTHOOTY OF THE COCA-COM COSIPACIII
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., 1St
.1111111ftlis Gxe-Cal.
Feather-bedding scheme of Firemen's Union to put an additional
fireman on diesel locomotives has bean
a.
NSIDERED TWICE!
Fact Finding Boards appointed by Presidents Roosevelt and Truman
have said these demands were "devoid of merit" and they were
EJECTED TWICE
Now the Firemen's leaders seek to paralyze railroad transportation
to compel the railroads to employ a wholly unnecessary additional
fireman to ride on diesel locomotives. This scheme is plain
THER-BEDDING
LEADERS OF the Firemen's union have
called a nationwide strike starting with
four great railroads on April 26. These
railroads are the New York Central, Pean-
sylvania, Santa Fe, and Southern.
The union claim that a second fireman
is needed on grounds of safety is sheer
hypocrisy. Safety has been dragged into
this dispute only in an urumccessful effort
to give a cloak of respectability to vicious
feather-bedding demands.
After a careful study of the first de-
mands of this union, a Presidential Fact
Finding Board on May 21, 1943, reported
to President Roosevelt that there was no
need for an extra fireman on diesel
locomotives.
Again, on September 19, 1949, after a
second hearing on the union leaders' de-
mands, a second Board reported to Presi-
dent Truman that: "there presently exists
no need for an additional fireman ... upon
either the ground of safety or that of
efficiency and economy of opeulion."
Safety Record of Diesels is
Outstandingly Good
Although the railroads accepted the Board
findings, the union leaders have brazenly
kiected them. They represent that an
extra fireman is needed for "safety" rea-
sons. Here's what the Board had to say
on that point:
"The safety and on-time performance
of diesel electric locomotives operated
under current rules have been notably
good • • •
"Upon careful analysis of the data sub-
mitted on safety, we have concluded
that no valid reasons have been shown
as a support for the Brotherhood pro-
posal under which a fireman would be
required to be at all times continuously
in the cab of road diesels. The proposal
must be rejected."
The real reason behind these demands is
that the union leaders are trying to make
jobs where there le no work. In other
words, a plain case of "feather-bedding."
The railroads have no intention of yield-
Ing to these wasteful make-work demands.
"The Safety Record of Diesels
is Outstandingly Goad..."
PRESIDENTIAL FACT FINDING BOA RD REPORT
Read these excerpts from official reports
of Presidential Fact Finding Boards:
"The safety record of Diesels is out-
standingly good, and it follows that
the safety rules now applicable have
produced good results."
"The safety and on-time performance
of Diesel-electric locomotives operated
under current rules indicate that
Diesel-electric operation has been safer
than steam locomotive operation..
Remember! These are not statements of
the railroads. They Sr. Nat a few of the
many similar conclusions reached by Prat-
dent Truman's Fact Finding Board which
spent months investigating the claims of
the union leaders.
We eee publishing this mad other advertisements is tall to you
at find hand about matters which are important to everybody.
_ _ _ _
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CLASSIFIED ADS
" BUY—SELL—LIRE—RENT
with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fqlton
trade area. No other method
reaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per word
(minimum, 50e)
Each Succeeding Insertion I1/26
per word.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash in
advance
4
WELLS DRILLED: Pumps in
stalled. Parks Drillchg Co. 304
Paschall Street. Martin High-
way, Fulton, Ky. Phone 1383.
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONO-
GRAPH RECORDS: Latest
pop-tunes. hillbilly, classics, or
46 RPM, eic. Standard or long
playing. Sport Center. 324 Wal-
nut, Fulton, Ky.
I. AYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
SEWING MACHINE, Singer, for
sale or trade. Repairs and parts
for all makes. Phone 85, Fulton.
WHY NOT BUILD YOU a HOME
F,,. :r room 24 x 24 frame house
low as $2,200. No job too small or
large for us to contract. C. C.
Locke, Dukedom, Tenn.
_
REGULAR LODGE MEETING:
tonight, 8:00 p. m. Be sure to
attend. Loyal Oider of Moose,
212 Church Street, Fultost:
We will do your house wiring and
also repair your radio. Twenty
one years experience. Exum's
Radio and Electric.
BRING YOUR LAWN MOWER
to T. M. Exum for guaranteed
sharpening and repairing. 316
Walnut. Phone 207.
_
RENT OUR Johnson Wax electric
floor polisher; $1 per day. De-
Myer Market, Phone 118.
5.00 PER WEEK
Earle Hotel
204 Plain Phone 55
STOVEWOOD, slab woad and
sawdust for sale. Pierea-C.e-
gn Lumber Company, Tele-
phone 33.
HOSPITALIZATION and surgi-
cal benefits. Enroll now with
old-line company; maximum
benefits; minimum cost. Sec-
ured Casualty Insurance Com-
pany; Gladys F.-Hyland, en-
rollment representative. Box
PIANOS, brand- new Spinet,
any finish, $465.00; these are
regular $600, pianos with full
keyboards. Guaranteed used
pianos, $95.00 up. Free deliv-
ery. Harry Edwards, on 6th
Street (in front of the Court-
house), Paducah, Ky.
AUTO GLASS installed while
you wait. Satisfaction guaran-
teed. Complete glass service;
table tops, windows, structural
glass, shelves, etc. Plate glass.
Fulton Paint & Glass Co. 210
Church Street; phone 909.
ALL MAKES SEWING MACH-
INES repaired; all work guar-
anteed. New and used machin-
es for sale. Contact Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main Street,
Fulton; agency for The Sewing
Machine Center of Cairo, Ill.
Billy C. Fry
Jeweler
Watch and clock repairing
Prompt service
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telephone office
Our used cars are cars
you will be proud
to own
TAYLORS
Used Car 1.ot
1109 Church Phone 183
- Fulton, Ky.
Political Announcements
The News is authoriztd to an-
nounce the candidacy of the fol-
lowing, subject to the action of
the Tennessee Democratic Pri-
mary to be held an- Thursday,
August 3, 1950:
•
For U. S. Representative
(Ninth Congressional District)
Robert' A. (Fats) Everett
SHOP! SAVE!
The Rd Mnak
On Our _price Tags Mean, An
EXTRA Saving To You. Here are
a few of our RED MARK Specials
SEE OUR DISPLAY OF
MOTHERS' DAY GIFTS
Attractively gift-wrapped if you wish
Panties
Shoe Rack
Cake
Covers
59c Value
Ladies Rayon
$1.19 Value;
Plastic; Blue,
Green, Rose
39c
89c
32.19 Value
Clear Plastic
Convertible Bottom 1
Tea Kett!
Sauce Pot
I LASTIC
Yard Goods
GLASSWARE
Dishpan
.89
31
e
ivh5iteQEuanratmel
.49 Value 79
$1.29 Value
6 Quart
White Enamel
29c Value
36-in. Wide; Lace
Polka-Dot Designs
New! -
,omplete Assort-
arnit to select from
91.00 Value:
14 Quart;
White Enamel
79c
25c
5c
up to 29e
9c
IALDRIDGE'S
5-10-25c STOREFut
OD.
,aleN
VMW-7,f1.-
S./DER/A/5' YAKUT/
TRIBE, WORLD'S'
GREATEST GORGERS;
Ervir L/NT/L STUP/FIED. -
FR/ENDS' TO-1EN ROLL
THEM ON FNE GROUND,
R) AID DIGEST/ON.
• II 194oe...,;-‘4. ages.
COLONISTS' PLACED
FIVE GRAINS' OF CORN
• BEFORE E-,464  THANKS-
GIVING GUEST; TO
SYMBOLIZE P/LGRIMS''
/Si EAGER RArionis
BEFORE THE FIRST
HARVEST:
A GERMAN SPINSTER,
WHO ADVERT/5'ED
THAT .SHE OWNED TWO
CARE PACKAGES; RE-
CEIVED OVER 2,000
MARRIAGE PROPOSAL s
=if SW
rcjoyright /949 -tteelarke toCe
PRE- CV./R/STIAN ANGLO-
SAXONS BELIEVED
THAT THE CHIEF RE-
WARD OF DEPARTED
HEROES' WAS' FREE
BEER,SERVED IN
THE HALLS" or
TI-/E/R GOD, OD/V.
ea
DR. J. W. TOSH
Eyesight Specialist
206 Main St. Fulton
(Across from Bennett
Drug Store)
ACROSONIC
Baldwin's Spinet Piano
Today's Finest Spinet.
with the famous
"FULL BLOW ACTION"
10 year factory guarantee.
Priced from
$595
Feezle Piano Sales
622 Broadway, Paducah
ea near Fulton. She was a mem-
ber of the Methodist Church. She
had many friends here who will
be sorry to learn of her passing.
She is survived by two chil-
dren, Mrs. Charles Schnack of
Kansas City and Steve Beard of
Louisville and one grand-
daughter, Julia Schnack, a stud-
ent at the University of Missouri
at Columbia. She is a sister-in-
law of Will Beard of this city.
WELL B. MeCONNELL
Funeral services for Will B.
husband preceded her In death Henry Copeland,
three years ago. Mrs.a Burnett Lintz
Rev. C. T...shawitins nacI, charge
the funeral service here. Ac-
tive pallbearers were: K. P. Dal-
ton, Jr., Jack Carter, Jasper Vow-
ell, Charles Looney, Bob Hill and
Ralph Anderson.
She is survived by two sons,
Charles Thomas of this city and
Wayne Thomas of Brownsville,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. N. W.
Herron of Moorehead, Ma., two
sisters, Mrs. Henry Isbell of
, Wingo and Mrs. Roy Sullivan of
1 Los Angeles, three brothers, Fin-I •is "Herron of Kansa City, Forrest
Herron of Los Angeles and Gene
Herron of Shreveport. She leaves
I four grandchildren, Lee, Lynn
and Ann Thomas of Brownsville
' and Terry Thomas of Fulton.
L Mrs. Mettle Bell Marchman
Funeral services for Mrs. Mat-
tie Bell Marchman, prominent
Crutchfield woman, who died at
, the Haws Memorial Hospital at
1:30 Sunday morning, were held
at 2:30 Monday afternoon at the
Methodist Church in Crutchfield
with burial in Rock Springs.
cemetery under direction of the
Whittle! Funeral Home.
Rev. J. F. McMihn assisted by
Rev. L. E. Shaffer had charge of
the service.
Active pallbearers were: Gle-
land Howell, Luby Howell, Her-
bert Howell, Thomas Howell,
Cleo Newberry and John Mc-
Clanahan. -
Mrs. Marchman was 73' years
old and was born in Crutchfield,
December 5, 1876. Her husband
preceded her in death.
She is survived by one son,
Herman D. Thompson of Crutch-
field, one grandson, James
Thompson of Crutchfield, a great
grandson, Gene Darwin Thomp-
son, two sisters, Mrs. Mattie Guyn
of Beelerton, Mrs. Lonie Cooke of
Riceville, two brothers, Tom
Henry Howell of Fulton, Route
one, Rollie Howell, Crutchfield,
several nieces and nephews.
McConnel, 77, who died early Boyd Vincent, 45, who died Tues.
Tuesday morning at the Fulton day night at the Western State
Hospital were held Wednesday at Hospital at Bolivar. Tenn., were2 p. m. at Oak Grove Church of held at Mt. Vernon Methodist
Christ with burial under the di- Church near Austin Springs at 2BARGAINS! rection of Whitnel Funeral Home p. m. Thursday with Rey. T. T.Heavy, felt
-base 9x12 Byrd's 1 in the ckurch cemetery. Rev. E.:
, 
Harris of Milan officiating. In-rugs  $ 8.95 1 W. Stovall, minister of the torment was in Morgan cemeteryTable-top oil dookstove, in good I Church of Christ of Fulton had : under the direction of Jacksoncondition  $19•95 charge of the service. : Brothers Funeral Home. —General-Electric 7-cubic' foot
refrigerator  $59.95 He is survived by his widow, 1 He is survived by his mother.two daughters, Mrs. Eris Mangu-Crosley refrigerator .... : Mrs. Nora Vincent Dukedoni,
Norge refrigerator, 6-cubic foot :son of Gary, ill., Mrs. J. M. Nan- Route 1, two brothers, Roy Vin-
... : ney of Detinait, four sons, Hoyt cent
Pl''''' McConnell of Wayne, Ind., John I 
:of Dukedom and Raymondsize 
Vincent of Lynnville: five sisters,
FOURTH STREET and Billie McConnell of Detroit I Mrs. Joe Payne, Mayfield, Mrs.
and Clay McConnell of Decatur,
Furniture Store Ga., and four grandchildren. Mac Bynum of Akron, Ohio, Mrs. ..-....
225 East Fourth Phone 164
MRS. NELL THOMAS
' Funeral services for Mrs. Nell
Thomas, 49,, who died suddenly
Tuesday morning while visiting
her son, Charles Thomas, were
-mid at the Whitnel Funeral
MRS. JACKIE BEARD Tome at 10 a. m. Thursday.
Mrs. Thomas arrived Sunday
for a visit with her son and his
family and although she had been
ill she was not-thought to be seri-
ously ill. Death was due to a
heart attack. -
Mrs. Thomas was born June 16,
1900 and lived in Fulton for a
number of years. She and her
Mrs. Beard was burn and rear- !tinnily moved to Mo. In 1937. Her
Part Tenn., and Mrs. Oakley Suitor, of Water
of Dukedort. Valley.
Shell Horsehide Shoes
Sizes 6-12; Moulded back; heavy brown genuine Vul-Cork
sole: steel arch; Goodyear vett construction.
OTHER HORSEHIDE SHOES in retan, elk.
FORRESTER SHOE SHOP
'tO4 Maio Street Fulton, Kentucky
I DEATHS
Funeral services for Mrs. Jack-
ie Beard, who died suddenly
Sunday night about 11 o'clock at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Charles Schnack in Kansas City,
were held Wednesday at 11 a. m.
at the Whitnel Funeral Home. In-
terment was in Fairview ceme-
tery.
/
N LESS'
Pings rxf, "
\\ ktif
. 6-Marezarita
(mrs from its thick rail
sidewalk and cover
ordinary
utensil
1 1 11 I
NOT FROM THE BOTTOM ONLY
... that's why
61747A
COOKS BETTER!
times
Alag
cooking surface
Cooks from sides, cover
and bottom... NOT JUST THE
BOTTOM ONLY!
Thick cast construction keeps its
shape through years of use. Easy
to clean—stays new looking with
ordinary washing. Handles are heat
proof, will not turn or loosen.
The keauty and usefulness of
Magnalite will thrill you.
Makes cooking a pleasure.
A. HUDDLESTON COMPANY
212 Main St. Fulton Phone 120
LEXIE BOYD VINCENT
Funeral services tor Lexie
208 Lake Street
Attention Farmers!
GET OUR PRICES ON SEED CORN
before you buy. We have Southern States Hy-
brids of several popular varieties such as Ky.
203 white, Ind. 750 white; Southern States 342
and 362 yellow, U. S. 13, Ky. 102, Ky. 103 yel-
low. Southern States hybrids are GROWN
RIGHT and PRICED RIGHT. All our hybrids
I replant agreement.
* * •;
We are also handling Charles Wright's U. S. 13.
* * *
We also have S-100 SOYBEANS and Ogden,
Lincoln and Virginia browns.
* *
BE SURE YOUR FERTILIZER WILL DRILL,
by using SOUTHERN STATES
open-formula fertilizers with a lime filler. We
have 6-8-6, 4-12-8, 2-12-6 and 4-16 8.
* * *
We have a complete line of FENCING and
ROOFING (metal and asphalt); and nails and
staples.
* * *
TRY SOUTHERN STATES OPEN FORM-
ULA FEEDS! 'Read on the tag what is in the
bag.
BUY CO - OPERATIVELY — AND SAVE!
SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
411! M lin St. Fulton Phone 399
Bed Glider - $49.95
Another famous Hettrick glider with
upholstered innercoil spring seat
cushion, in durable plastic floral mo-
tif on reversible cushion. Tubular
steel frame, 66" bewteen arms $42.50.
Other models as low as _ $32.50.
See these smartly styled gliders while
stock is complete.
Fulton Hardware 8 ,:ulliiture Co.
Phone I
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